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CHAPTER 55.
An Act to provide for the reorganisation and
further regulation of Railways and. the discharge of liabilities arising in connection with
the possession of Railways, and otherwise to
amend the Law relating to Railways, and to
extend the duration of the Rates Advisory
Committee.
[19th August 1921.]

A.D.

1921.

it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty,
and with the advice and consent of the Lords

BE by

Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as

follows

:-

PART
REORGANISATION

of

I.
RAILWAY SYSTEM.

1.---(1) With a view to the reorganisat}on and more Grouping
efficient and economical -working of the railway system of railways.
of Great Britain railways shall be formed into groups in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, and the
principal railway companies in each group shall be
amalgamated, and other companies absorbed in manner
provided by this Act.
(2) The groups to be formed shall be those specified
in the first column of the First Schedule to this Act, and
as respects the several groups the railway companies to
be amalgamated (in this Act referred to as " constituent
companies ") shall be those set out in relation to each
group in the second column of that schedule, and the
companies to be absorbed (in this Act referred to as
" subsidiary companies ") shall be those set out in relation
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to each group in the third column of that schedule, and
the companies constituted by such amalgamation are in
this Act referred to as amalgamated companies :

2.-(1) The constituent companies in any group
may on or before the first day of January, nineteen
hundred and twenty-three, submit to the Minister of
the Minister ") an
tion schemes. Transport (hereinafter referred to as "
amalgamation scheme framed in accordance with the
provisions of this Act which has been agreed to by all
those companies.
(2) The Minister shall refer to the amalgamation
tribunal hereinafter constituted any scheme so submitted
to him, and the tribunal, unless it appears to them that
the scheme does not conform with the requirements of
this Act or that the provisions of this Act relating to the
procedure preliminary to the submission of an agreed
scheme have not been complied with, shall confirm the
scheme.
(3) If the constituent companies in any group fail
to submit an agreed amalgamation scheme framed in
accordance with the provisions of this Act on or before
the said date, a scheme for the amalgamation of the constituent companies in that group shall be prepared and
settled in accordance with this Act by the amalgamation
Preparation
and settlement of
amalgams-

tribunal.
Provisions
to be contained in
amalga-

mation
schemes.

this Act(a) shall provide for the incorporation of the amalgamated company under an appropriate name,
with power to hold land for the purposes of
the company, and make such provisions as

3.-(1) An amalgamation scheme under

appear necessary or expedient with regard to
the share and loan capital of the amalgamated
company and the vesting of the property,
rights, powers, duties, and liabilities, whether
statutory or otherwise, of the constituent companies ; and
(b) shall provide generally as to the terms and ,conditions of amalgamation and for the winding-up
of the constituent companies, including the
allocation to holders of securities of the constituent companies in substitution therefor
2
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(c).

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

and in satisfaction of all claims arising there- A.D. 1921.
under, of such securities of the amalgamated
company, and of such amounts, as may be
specified in the scheme ; and
shall incorporate Part V. of the Railways 26 & 27 Vjet.
Clauses Act, 1863, subject to the provisions of c 92.
this Act ; and may incorporate with or without
modification any of the provisions of the Companies Clauses Consolidation Act, 18,15, and the 8 & 9 Viet.
Acts amending that Act, and such modifications c. 16.
may provide that any committees appointed
under section ninety-five of the Companies
Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, may comprise persons who, though not directors of the
company; are proprietors and possess such other
qualifications (if any) as may be provided by
the scheme ; and
shall give effect to the provisions contained in
the Second Schedule to this Act with respect
to the direction of the amalgamated company,
and may, with the consent of the proprietors,
provide for the payment of compensation out
of the assets of a constituent company to the
directors of the company who suffer loss by
abolition of office ; and
shall contain such provisions with respect to
the management of any superannuation,
pension, provident, widows' and orphans' and
other benefit fund or funds established by
any constituent company as may be necessary
in consequence of amalgamation, so, however,
as to preserve in all other respects the management of such funds unaltered until other
provision is made by Parliament ; and
shall incorporate the provisions contained in
the Third Schedule to this Act with respect
to existing officers and servants ; and
may make such incidental and supplemental
provisions as appear necessary or expedient in
order to give full effect to the provisions of
the scheme and the purposes of this Act :

Provided that the scheme may provide for the postponement for a period not exceeding five years, or, if for
A 4
8
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special reasons the amalgamation tribunal think fit, ten
years, of the winding up of a constituent company with or
without any change in the name of the company in order to
enable such company to continue to exist for the purpose
of receiving and holding any securities of the amalgamated company for the benefit of any class or classes of
the holders of any loan or share capital of the constituent company or of any company the interest or
dividends of which are guaranteed by or secured on the
revenues of the constituent company, according to their
respective rights and interests in pursuance of and in
accordance with any arrangement which may be approved
by the amalgamation tribunal and included in the scheme,
and during such postponement of winding up a constituent company shall cease to be a railway company
within the meaning of section two hundred and sixtyseven of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, but
any securities of the constituent company, which are at
the date of amalgamation securities in which trustees are
by law entitled to invest trust funds, shall continue to be
such securities.
(2) With respect to the Western group the following
provision shall have effect
(a) The amalgamation scheme shall provide for coiistituting the Great Western Railway Company
the amalgamated company, and for amalgamating therewith the other constituent companies
in the group ;
(b) For the purposes aforesaid; the scheme may
provide for increasing all or any of the existing
classes of loan and share capital of the Great
Western Railway Company, or creating new
classes of loan or share capital of that company,
with such rights, priorities, and conditions as
may be specified in the scheme, and for allocating to the holders of the loan and share capital
of the other constituent companies additional
and new capital of the Great Western Railway
Company so created to such amounts and in
such manner as may be provided by the
scheme ;
(c) Notwithstanding anything in any special Act,
affecting the Great Western Railway Company,

:-
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or the holders of any class of loan or share A.D.
capital in that company, the additional capital
of each class shall form part of, and rank pari
passu with, the existing capital of that. class,
and any new class of capital may, with the
consent of the majority in value of the holders
of any class of security affected, rank before any
existing class of capital ;
(d) Paragraph (a) of the foregoing subsection, so
far as it relates to the incorporation of the
amalgamated company, shall not apply, and
paragraph (b) thereof, so far as it relates to the
winding up of the constituent companies, shall
not apply, to the Great Western Railway
Company.

--

1921,

4.-=(1) The constituent companies in any group may,-4Preparatio`n
on or before the first day of January, nineteen hundred and approval
absorpand twenty-three, submit to the Minister a scheme or of
tion schemes.
schemes framed in accordance with the provisions of
this Act for the absorption by the amalgamated company
to be formed by the amalgamation of those constituent
companies of the subsidiary companies which, under this
Act, are to be absorbed by.that amalgamated company,
or any of those subsidiary companies, on terms agreed to
by the subsidiary companies to which the scheme or
schemes may relate.
(2) The Minister shall refer to the amalgamation
tribunal any scheme so submitted to him, and the tribunal,
unless it appears to them that the scheme does not conform
with the requirements of this Act, or that the provisions
of this Act relating to the procedure preliminary to the
submission of an agreed. scheme have not been complied
with, shall confirm the scheme.
(3) If the constituent companies in any group fail
on or before the said date to submit one or more agreed
schemes framed in accordance with'the provisions of this
Act for the absorption of all the subsidiary companies
which are to be absorbed by the amalgamated company
to be formed by the amalgamation of those constituent
companies, a scheme for the absorption of any subsidiary
company with respect to which an agreed absorption
scheme framed in accordance with the provisions of this
5
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Act has not been made shall be prepared and settled in
accordance with this Act by the amalgamation tribunal.
5. An absorption scheme under this Act(a) shall provide in such manner as appears
necessary or expedient for the transfer to the
amalgamated company of all the property,
rights, powers, duties, and liabilities, whether
statutory or otherwise, of any subsidiary
company to which the scheme relates ; and
(b) shall provide for the consideration to be given
to the subsidiary company or companies, and
generally as. to the terms and conditions of the
transfer, and may provide for the consideration
consisting in whole or in part of securities of
the amalgamated company ; and
(c) shall provide for the winding up of the subsidiary company or companies, and may provide
on any such winding up for the holder of
any securities of the subsidiary company
receiving in substitution therefor and in satisfaction of all claims arising thereunder such
securities of the amalgamated company forming part of the consideration for the transfer
of the undertaking, and of such amounts, as
may be specified in the scheme, and may,
with the consent of the proprietors, provide
for the payment of compensation out of the
assets of a subsidiary company to the directors
of the company who suffer loss by abolition of
office ; and
(d) shall incorporate the provisions of Part V. of
the Railways Clauses Act, 1863, subject to the
provisions of this Act ; and
(e) shall contain such provisions with respect
to the in'anagement of any superannuation,
pension, provident, widows' and orphans'
and other benefit fund or funds established
by any subsidiary -company as may be
necessary in consequence of absorption, so,
however, as to preserve in all other respects
_
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the management of such funds unaltered A.D.
is made by Parliament ;
and
shall incorporate the provisions contained in
the Third Schedule to this Act with respect
to existing officers and servants ; and
(g) may make such incidental and supplemental
provisions as appear necessary or expedient in
order to give full effect to the provisions of
the scheme and the purposes of this Act.

1921.

until other provision

(f)

6.. For the purpose of determining the terms and
conditions of amalgamation between any constituent
companies or of the transfer of the undertaking of any
subsidiary company, the amalgamation tribunal shall take
into consideration all the circumstances of the case, and
in particular the value on a net revenue earning basis of
each of the constituent and subsidiary companies as a
separate company, and its value as a component part of
the amalgamated company : so, however, that regard shall
not be had to economies or accretions of traffic or other
circumstances tending to, enhance its value as such component part attributable solely to the provisions of this
Act relating to amalgamation and absorption :
Provided that,. in the case of the line of one company
being worked by another company under an arrangement
whereby a percentage of the gross receipts of the line
so worked is payable to the owning company, the
amalgamation tribunal in determining the terms and
conditions of transfer shall not take into account any
higher charging powers than those authorised in respect
of the line under the statutory provisions in force in
the year nineteen hundred and thirteen.

Provisions
a s to deterof

ina

and

conditions of
arnatgamation or
transfer_

7.-(1) Every amalgamation scheme and every Suppleabsorption scheme shall be so framed as to, come into Tl-lentary
operation on the first day of July, nineteen hundred and Provisions as
schemes.
twenty-three, or such earlier or later date, as the amalgamation tribunal, after consultation with the Minister,
may fix :
Provided that each amalgamation scheme shall be
deemed to come into operation immediately before the
absorption scheme or schemes by which subsidiary
companies are absorbed by the amalgamated company
formed by the amalgamation scheme.

t"
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(2) Before an agreed amalgamation or absorption

scheme is referred to the amalgamation tribunal, the
scheme shall be submitted to the proprietors and debenture
stock-holders of each constituent and subsidiary company
affected thereby in the manner provided in order sixtytwo of the standing orders relative to private business
in the House of Commons, and that order shall apply
accordingly as if the scheme were a Bill, and any
statement required by the order to be deposited at the
Private Bill Office shall be deposited with the amalgamation
tribunal.
(3) A scheme under this Part of this Act shall, when
confirmed or settled by the amalgamation tribunal, be
binding on all -persons and have effect as if enacted
in this Act, and where any such scheme provides for
the substitution of any securities of an amalgamated
company for securities of a constituent or subsidiary
company any trustee or other person acting in a fiduciary
capacity who at the date of the amalgamation or absorption held` and was entitled to hold any securities of the
constituent or subsidiary, company shall be entitled to
hold the securities of the amalgamated company which
may be substituted therefor.
(4) No stamp duty shall be payable in respect of
any amalgamation or absorption scheme.
(5). Printed copies of every proposed amalgamation
scheme and absorption scheme submitted to the Minister
or prepared by the amalgamation tribunal in accordance
with the provisions of sections two and four of this Act,
respectively, shall be placed on sale at. such places and at
such price as the Minister. may direct, and notice that
such copies are on sale and the places where they may be
obtained shall be. published in the London and Edinburgh
Gazettes, and no such scheme shall be confirmed or
settled by the amalgamation tribunal until the expiration
of twenty-one days after the publication of such notice.
(6) Every amalgamation and absorption scheme shall
be deemed to be statutory rules within the meaning of the
56 & 57 V iet. Rules Publication Act, 1893 ; but nothing in this. pro66.
vision shall be construed as making any such scheme
statutory rules to which section one of that Act applies.
(7) If as respects any group the amalgamation
tribunal postpones the date on which the amalgamation
.

.

-
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and absorption schemes relating to the group are to come A.D.

1921.

into operation to a date later than the said first day
of July, then, during the period of postponement, the
undertakings of all the constituent and subsidiary companies in the group may, and shall if the amalgamation
tribunal so direct, be used,.worked, managed, maintained
and repaired as one joint undertaking, and the net receipts
of the joint undertaking shall be distributed amongst
the constituent and subsidiary companies upon such terms
and subject to such conditions and in such proportions
as may be agreed upon by the several companies with
the approval of the amalgamation tribunal or in default
of agreement as may be determined by the amalgamation
tribunal, and the following provisions of this Act relating
to amalgamated companies shall apply as if such joint
undertaking were the undertaking of an amalgamated
company and as if the governing body of the joint
undertaking were an amalgamated company.

8.-(1) Any two or more constituent companies in
any group may, at any time after the passing of this Act,
submit to the Minister for reference to the amalgamation
tribunal a preliminary scheme for the amalgamation of
those companies, or for the absorption by one of such
companies of the other or others of them.
(2) A constituent company may, at any time after
the passing of this Act, submit to the Minister for
reference to the amalgamation tribunal a preliminary
scheme for the absorption by that constituent company
of any subsidiary company or companies in the same
group upon such terms as may be agreed between those
companies.

(3) The amalgamation tribunal shall approve any
such preliminary scheme so referred to them unless

it

to them that the provisions of this Act' relating
procedure preliminary to the submission of a
have not been complied with, or unless, after
such of the other constituent companies in the
group as desire to be heard, the tribunal consider the
scheme to be inconsistent with or prejudicial to an
amalgamation scheme for the whole group made in
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
appears
to the
scheme
hearing
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(4) Every such preliminary scheme shall, subject to
such provisions in that behalf as may be contained
therein, come into operation forthwith after it is
approved.
(5) Subject to the provisions of this section, all the
provisions of this Part of this Act relating to amalgamation and. absorption schemes shall, with the necessary
adaptations, apply respectively to preliminary amalgamation and absorption schemes except that a preliminary
amalgamation scheme shall, instead of giving effect to
the provisions contained in the Second Schedule to this
Act with respect to the direction of the company, make
such alternative provision in that respect as may be agreed
between the companies to be amalgamated.
(6) In the confirmation or preparation and settlement
of the amalgamation scheme for the group the amalgamation tribunal shall give effect to any preliminary scheme
approved by them, but so that the interests of the other
constituent companies in the group shall not be prejudiced
thereby.
(7) Any company formed by a preliminary amalgamation scheme shall be deemed to be a constituent company
for the purposes of this Act in lieu of the companies
amalgamated by the scheme, and shall not be deemed to
be an amalgamated company within the meaning of this
Act.
Constitution
9.--(1,) For the purposes of dealing, in accordance
and prowith the foregoing provisions of this Part of this Act,
cedure of
with schemes of amalgamation and schemes of absorpa
tion, there shall be constituted a tribunal, to be called
ibun
tribunal.
the Railways Amalgamation Tribunal (in this Act referred
to as " the amalgamation tribunal ") consisting of three
commissioners, who shall hold office until all matters
with respect to which they have jurisdiction under this
Part of this Act have been settled.
(2) The first commissioners shall be Sir Henry
Babington Smith, G.B.E. (who shall be president), Sir
William Plender, G.B.E., and George John Talbot,
Esquire, K.C., and in the event of any vacancy occurring
amongst the commissioners for the time being by death,
resignation, or otherwise, before the expiration of the
term of office of the commissioners, His Majesty may
appoint a person to fill the vacancy.
A.D. 1921.
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(3) The amalgamation tribunal shall be a court of A.D. 1921.
record, and have an official seal, which shall be officially
and judicially noticed, and may act notwithstanding any
vacancy in their number, and two shall be a quorum.
(4) Any commissioner and any person authorised by
the amalgamation tribunal may hold such local or other
inquiries as appear necessary to the amalgamation tribunal
for the ,purpose of the proper execution of their duties
under this Act, and before any such inquiry is held the
amalgamation tribunal shall give such public' notice as
they think best adapted for informing persons affected of
the date when and the place where the inquiry will be
held.
(5) The provisions of the Arbitration Act, 1889, with 52 & 53 vice.
C. 49.
respect
(a) the administration of oaths and the taking of
affirmations ; and
(U) the correction in awards of mistakes and errors ;
and
(c) the summoning, attendance, and examination of
witnesses and the production of documents, ; and
(d) the costs of the reference and award ;
shall. apply in respect of any proceedings before the
amalgamation tribunal, and (except with regard to the
correction of mistakes and errors in awards) at any inquiry
under this section ; but, save as aforesaid, the Arbitration
Act, 1889, shall not apply to, proceedings before the
amalgamation tribunal or at any inquiry under this
section.
(6) The amalgamation tribunal or person. holding an
inquiry under this section shall take into consideration
all objections to an amalgamation or absorption scheme,
or in respect of the subject matter of the inquiry,
which may have been. lodged by any class or body of
persons within the prescribed time and in the prescribed
manner and, where any objections have been so lodged,
shall hear any objectors whom the tribunal consider
entitled to appear.
(7) The amalgamation tribunal may, and if so ordered
by the Court of Appeal or Court of Session shall, state in
the form of a special case for determination by the Court of
Appeal or Court of Session ai the case may require, any
question of law which may arise before them, and the
decision of the Court of Appeal or Court of Session: shall

--

to-
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final unless that court give leave to appeal to the
House of Lords, which leave may be given on such terms
as to costs or otherwise as the Court of Appeal or Court
of Session may determine.

A.D. 1921. be

--

(8) Subject as aforesaid, the amalgamation tribunal
may, with the approval of the Lord Chancellor and the
Lord President of the Court of Session, make rules
regulating their own procedure and the procedure at any
inquiry under this section.
Staff and
expenses of
tribunal.

10.- (1) The amalgamation tribunal may appoint a
clerk and, subject to the consent of the Treasury as to
numbers, such other officers and,servants as they consider
necessary for assisting them in the proper execution of
their duties.
(2) There shall be paid to the commissioners and to
any such clerk, officer or servant as aforesaid such
remuneration as the Minister, with the approval of the
Treasury, may determine, not exceeding in the aggregate
thirty-five thousand pounds.
(3) Any such remuneration and any other expenses
of the amalgamation tribunal shall be defrayed in the first
instance by the Minister out of moneys provided. by Parliament, but on the coming into operation of the amalgamation schemes under this Part of this Act the amount
thereof with interest at such rate as the Treasury may
appoint shall on demand be repaid to the Minister by the
amalgamated companies in such proportions as the
amalgamation tribunal may determine.

11.-(I) The Minister shall, out of moneys to be
provided by Parliament, place on deposit with Messrs.
Gl n Mills, Currie and Company, bankers in the city
Government
of
London, the sum of sixty million pounds to the credit
possession
of railways. of a deposit account entitled " The Railways Compensation Account," and that sum shall be. payable by two
equal instalments of thirty million pounds each, of which
the first instalment shall become due on the thirty-first
day of December, nineteen hundred and twenty-one, and
the second instalment shall become due on the thirtyfirst day of Decembef, nineteen hundred and twenty-two,
and each such, instalment shall be paid within fifteen
days after it so becomes due.
Composition.
of claims in
respect of

.
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(2) The payment of the said sum shall be a full dis- A.D..19211
charge-and in satisfaction of all claims which might otherwise have been. made -by any railway company in Great
Britain to which this section applies for compensation
under the Regulation of the Forces Act, 1871, the Ministry 34 & 35 Viet.
of Transport Act, 1919, or otherwise arising out of or in e. 86.
respect of the possession by the Crown of the under- 9 & 10
taking, railroad, or plant of such railway company or the Geo. S. e. 50.
exercise of the powers conferred by those Acts :
Provided that the rights and liabilities of the Crown
or the Minister on the one hand, and of the railway
companies on the other hand, under the terms of the
agreements or arrangements relating to the possession by
the Crown of the railways, shall, so far as regards the
making good of any deficiency in the net receipts of the
companies (including the payment of interest) up to
the end of the period of possession, and in relation to any
sums expended and liabilities incurred by the companies
in respect of repairs and renewals effected before the end
of that period in accordance with the said agreements and
arrangements, subsist and continue.

(3) The moneys so placed to the credit of the
said account in accordance with the provisions of this
section, together with any interest which may accruethereon, shall, subject to the provisions of the next
succeeding section, be distributed amongst the railway
companies in Great Britain to which this section applies,
in accordance with such scheme or schemes of allocation
as may be agreed to by such companies, or, failing .agreement, as may be settled from time to time by the
amalgamation tribunal, and the amalgamation tribunal
shall on request issue under their seal a certificate
authenticating any such scheme or schemes as may have
been agreed or settled, and Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie
and Company shall pay to each of the said companies
forthwith the amount or amounts allocated to such company in accordance with any such scheme bearing the
seal of the amalgamation tribunal, and any sum allocated
to any company under any such scheme shall be deemed
to become,, or to have become, due to the company on
the date on which the instalment out of which the sum
is payable becomes or became due.

(4) All moneys received ISy any of the "said railway
companies in pursuance of any such scheme of allocation

B
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in such manner and in such proportions
and at such time or times as the directors of the company
may determine as a reserve fund for meeting contingencies, or for repairing improving or maintaining any
of the property of the company, or for payment of interest
or dividend, or for any other: purpose for -which the
earnings of the company may be properly applied.

A.D. 1921. may be applied

(5) Notwithstanding anything in the Income Tax
Acts, any sum received by a railway company out of the
said account shall not be charged to income tax except
so far as any part thereof may, at any time, be applied
for the payment of interest or dividends, and the amount
so applied shall be assessed and charged to income tax for
the year of assessment next following the end of the year
or period in respect of which such interest or dividends
were paid :
Provided that, if the total amount so applied by
-the railway companies for the payment of interest and
dividends in respect of the three years nineteen hundred
and twenty-one, nineteen hundred and twenty-two, and
nineteen hundred and twenty-three is less than thirty
million pounds, the deficiency (that is to say, the amount
representing the difference between the said total amount
and the sum of thirty million pounds) shall be assessed
and charged to income tax for the year 1924-25.
(6) For the purpose of such assessment, the
deficiency shall be apportioned in manner hereinafter
mentioned amongst such of the railway companies as
have applied for the payment of interest and dividends
in respect of. the said three years less than one-half
of the amount received by them out of the said account,
and each such company shall be assessed and charged
to income tax on the amount so apportioned to it :

Provided that, where any company

so

assessed

applies for the payment. of interest or dividends in
respect of any year subsequent to the year nineteen

hundred and twenty-three any part of the sums received
by it from the said account, so much of the amount so
applied as is equal to the amount for which the company was assessed under the foregoing provisions of this
subsection shall not be charged to income tax.
(7) For the purposes of such apportionment, there
shall, in the case of each of the companies amongst-which
14
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the deficiency is to be apportioned, be deducted from A.D..1921.

one-half of the sum received by the company out of the
said account the amount applied by that company
for the payment of interest and dividends in respect of
the said three years ; and the deficiency shall be apportioned amongst the several companies in proportion to
the amounts of the several residues so obtained.
(8) After an amalgamation scheme 'comes into
operation, any sums received out of the said account,
and any amounts applied for the payment of interest
or dividends, by a constituent or subsidiary company in
the group to which the scheme relates, shall, for the
purposes of this section, be treated as having been so
received or applied by the amalgamated company formed
by the scheme.
(9) All assessments to income tax in respect of sums
applied for the payment of interest or dividends, or
in respect-of an apportioned share of the deficiency under
this section, shall be made by the special commissioners
of income tax ; and the amount of any such assessment
shall be paid, collected, and levied in like manner as any
other assessment made by the special commissioners.
(10) The railway companies to which this section
applies are the railway companies of whose undertakings
possession is retained under the Ministry of Transport Act,
1919, up to the end of the period of possession ; that is
to say, the period, ending on the fifteenth day of August,
nineteen hundred and twenty-one, during which possession
of those undertakings is under the said Act authorised .to
be retained by the Minister.
12.-(1). Out of the first instalment of thirty million. Allocation
of compen
pounds referred to in the last preceding section(a) the sum of twenty-four million five hundred cation under
thousand pounds- shall be forthwith distributed agreeents.
amongst the companies to which the said section
applies (other than the companies referred to in
subsection (3) of this section) in proportion to
the net receipts of those companies, respectively,
during the year nineteen hundred and thirteen,
covered by the first seven items in account
No. 8 of the First Schedule to the Railway 1 & 2 Geo. 5.
Companies (Accounts and Returns) Act, 1911, c. 34.
as already agreed foxy the purpose of the compensation accounts between the Government and
B 2
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the railway companies (but excluding any receipts
classified as miscellaneous receipts (net) in the
said Account No. 8), supplemented
(i) the inclusion in such net receipts of any
sums placed to the credit of a suspense account
in respect of the -four per cent. increase in
rates out of the revenue of nineteen hundred

by-

and thirteen ; and
(ii) the addition of any sums payable by the
Government to the said companies respectively
for the- year nineteen hundred and twenty
under the agreements or arrangements aforesaid in respect of interest on capital expenditure ; and
(b) The sum of five hundred thousand pounds shall
be set aside for the payment thereout of such
compensation as may be awarded by the amaloamation tribunal to any of the companies referred
to in subsection (3) of this section; and
(c) the sum of five million pounds shall be set aside
for distribution 'subject as hereinafter provided
amongst those railway companies to whom the
said section applies (other than the companies
referred to in subsection (3) of this section) and
who are able to show to the satisfaction of the
amalgamation tribunal that they have. suffered
abnormally by the standardisation of rates of pay,
hours of duty, and other conditions of service.
For the purpose of determining the basis of compensation owing to abnormal increase in working
expenses due to such standardisation, the cost of
salaries and wages for the last four months of the
year nineteen hundred and twenty-one of the railways to which the said section applies compared
with the cost of salaries and wages of the same
railways for the same four months of the year
nineteen hundred and thirteen shall be ascertained and the average percentage increase
shall be deemed to be the normal ratio of
increase for the purpose of this section; Any
company whose ratio of increase is above such
normal ratio shall make out a claim showing the
extent above the xzormQ ratio of increase to
-
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which it has suffered by standardisation during A.D.
the said four months. The claims of all the
companies presenting such claims shall be
considered by the amalgamation tribunal,- who
shall allocate amongst such last-mentioned companies in proportion to the claim which they
may establish to the satisfaction of the amalgamation tribunal, the said sum of five million
pounds or such lesser sum as may be sufficient
to satisfy such claims as so established ; and
(d) any sum remaining out of

the two said sums of

five hundred thousand pounds, and five million

pounds after payment to the various railway
companies to whom the said section applies
(other than the companies referred to in subsection (3) of this section), under the two last
preceding paragraphs and including any interest
which may have accrued, shall be distributed
between the whole of the companies entitled to
participate in the said sum of twenty-four
million five hundred thousand pounds as if such
sums and the interest thereon had been added to
the twenty-four million five hundred thousand
pounds.
(2) Out of the second instalment of thirty million
pounds payable under the said section of°this Act(a) the sum of twenty-five million pounds shall be
distributed amongst those companies to whom
the said section applies (other than the companies referred to in subsection (3) of this
section), and who on the thirty-first day of
December, nineteen hundred and twenty, were
in arrear in respect of the maintenance and
renewal of way and works and/or rolling stock
(abstracts A and B set out in the form of
accounts scheduled to the Railway Companies
(Accounts and Returns) Act, 1911) in proportion to the extent to which they were so in
arrear. The amount of such arrear shall be
ascertained in accordance with the arrangements agreed between His Majesty's Government
and the railway companies in Great Britain in
respect of arrears of maintenance and renewal
B 3
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out in addendum 2 of Command
(1920).
654
Paper
(b) The sum of five million pounds shall be set aside
for distribution subject as hereinafter provided
amongst those railway companies who shall have
established or shall establish to the satisfaction
of the amalgamation tribunal their right to participate in the distribution of the sum of five
million pounds mentioned in subsection (1) (b) of
this section in accordance with the provisions of
that subsection except that the words " the year
nineteen hundred and twenty-two " shall be
deemed to be substituted for the words " last
four months of the year nineteen hundred and
twenty-one " and the words " year nineteen
hundred -and thirteen" shall be deemed to be
substituted for the words " same four months of
the year nineteen hundred and thirteen " in the

work,

as set

said subsection ;
(c) Any sum remaining out of the five million

pounds after payment to the various railway
companies under the preceding paragraph,
including any interest which may have accrued,
shall be divided between the whole of the
companies to whom the said section applies
(other than the companies referred to in sub-

section (3) of this section) as if such sum and the
interest thereon had been added to the twentyfour million five hundred thousand pounds
referred to in subsection (1) paragraph (a).
(3) No portion of the sum of sixty million pounds
referred to in the said section of this Act or the interest
thereon shall be allocated to any company which is neither
itself conducting its traffic nor maintaining its undertaking unless the tribunal shall determine, on the application of such company, that such company would, but
for the provisions of the last preceding section, be
entitled to receive compensation from the Minister of the
Crown under the Regulation of the Forces Act, 1871, the
Ministry of Transport Act, 1919, or otherwise arising out
of or in respect of possession '6f their undertaking by the
Crown, but no such application shall be made after the
thirtieth day of April, nineteen hundred and twenty-two.
The amount of such compensation shall be determined by
18
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the tribunal and shall be paid out of the said sum of five
hundred thousand pounds.

13.-(1) It shall be lawful for any constituent company and, with the consent of the constituent companies
in the group, for any subsidiary company, prior to
amalgamation under this Act, with the sanction of the
Minister, and notwithstanding any limitation on the
powers of borrowing of the company, to borrow on
mortgage of its undertaking by means of terminable
securities to such amount, at such rate of interest,

redeemable within such period, and subject to such conditions as the Minister may sanction, with the consent of
the majority in amount of the proprietors and of the
holders of the existing mortgage securities of the company, at special meetings called for the purpose, but the
amount so borrowed shall in no case exceed one-eighth of
the existing mortgage securities of that company.
(2) The constituent companies in any group may, in
like manner and subject to the like, conditions, guarantee
any such securities issued by any one or more of them,
or by any-one or more subsidiary companies in the
group.
(3) Where a scheme of amalgamation or absorption
has been referred to or is being prepared or has been
confirmed or settled by the amalgamation tribunal, the
powers under this section shall not be exercised by any
constituent or subsidiary company affected by the scheme
without the consent of the amalgamation tribunal.
14.-(1) An amalgamated company shall, for the
purposes of the Railway Clearing House and the Acts
relating thereto, be deemed to be a party to the clearing
system in place of the constituent and subsidiary companies from which it was formed.
(2) The Railway Clearing House may submit to the
amalgamation tribunal and the amalgamation tribunal
shall settle a scheme to effect such alterations of the Acts
and regulations applicable to the Railway Clearing House
as may be rendered necessary by reason of the constitution
of amalgamated companies.
(3) The provisions of this Part of this Act applicable
to an amalgamation scheme when settled by the amalgamation tribunal shall apply to a scheme under this
section.

B
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(4) The provisions of the Third Schedule to this Act
shall apply to persons who were at the date of the introduction of the Bill for this Act officers and servants of the
Railway Clearing House as if the Railway Clearing House
were an amalgamated company and those officers and
servants were officers and servants of a constituent
company.
Power of
15. For the purposes of the provisions of the Trustee
trustees to
1893, and the Trusts (Scotland) Acts, 1861 to 1910,
Act,
invest in
securities of relating to the securities in which trustees are authorised
amalgamated to invest trust funds, an amalgamated company or a
companies. company constituted by a preliminary amalgamation
66 & 57 Viet. scheme shall be treated as if it were a railway company
e. 53.
in Great Britain incorporated by special Act of Parliament
and had, in each of the ten years immediately before the
date of amalgamation, paid a dividend at the rate of not
less than three per centum per annum on its ordinary
stock.
A.D. 1921.

PART

II.

REGULATION OF RAILWAYS.

16.-(1) With a view to securing and promoting the
public safety, or the interests of the public, or of trade,
as to working or of any particular locality, the Railway and Canal
of railway
companies. Commission may, on the application of any body of
persons representing any such interests, by order require
any railway company or companies, or the Minister may,
on the application of any such company or companies, by
order authorise the company or companies, to afford such
reasonable railway services, facilities, and conveniences
upon and -in connection with its undertaking or their
undertakings (including the provision of such minor
alterations and extensions and improvements of existing
works as will not involve in any one case an expenditure
exceeding one hundred thousand pounds) as- may be
specified in the order :
Provided that, if on any such application a company satisfies the Railway and Canal Commission that
under all the circumstances the capital required for the
purpose cannot be provided or expended as proposed
without prejudicially affecting the interests of the then
existing stockholders, the order shall not be made :
Power to
make orders
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Provided further that the powers under this sub- A.D.
section shall be in addition to and not in derogation of
any other existing powers of requiring measures for
securing the safety of the public or the provision of
reasonable facilities.
(2) The Minister may, after such reference as is
hereinafter mentioned, by order require or authorise any
railway company or any two or more railway companies on
such terms and subject to such conditions as may be
specified in the order(a) to conform gradually to measures of general
standardisation of ways, plant and equipment
(including methods of electrical operation, type,
frequency, and pressure of current) ;
(b) to adopt schemes for the co-operative working or
common user of rolling stock, workshops, manu-

factories, plant and other facilities

:

Provided that(i) it shall not. be necessary to make such a
reference as aforesaid if the company or all
the companies affected by the order consent
thereto ; and
(ii) if on any such application to enforce the order
is hereinafter mentioned any company
satisfies the Railway and Canal Commission
that the 'order is such that the capital expenditure involved cannot be provided or
expended without prejudicially affecting the
interests of the then existing stockholders, the
order shall not be enforceable as against that
as

company.
(3) Before making any order under the last foregoing
subsection the Minister shall (except as hereinbefore
provided) refer the draft order to a committee consisting

of a representative of each of the amalgamated companies
(each of which companies shall, on being so required
by the Minister, nominate a representative), and three
persons of experience in the subject-matter of the
proposed order selected by the Minister from the panel set
up under section twenty-three of the Ministry of Transport
Act, 1919, as extended by this Act, and the committee
21
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before reporting or advising shall, if they see fit, give
public notice and permit any persons affected or- likely
to be affected and any authority or body of persons
authorised to make applications under this Act to place
their views before them, either in writing or orally.
(4) Any order of the Minister under this section shall
be complied with by any railway company to which the
order relates, and in the event of noncompliance shall (subject as hereinbefore provided) be enforceable by order of
the Railway and Canal Commission on the application of
the Minister in any of the ways referred to in section three
of the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854, or section six
of the Regulation of Railways Act, 1873.
17. For enabling railway companies to effect alterations, extensions, and improvements of existing works
in pursuance of an order of the Railway and Canal
Commission or the Minister under this Part of this Act,
the Minister may make any such order authorising the
acquisition of land or easements and the construction of
works as could have been made under paragraph (d) of
subsection (1) of section three of the Ministry of Transport
Act, 1919, for the purposes specified in that paragraph,
and that paragraph and section twenty-nine of the same
Act, other than the proviso to subsection (3) of that
section and the rules made under that section, and the
regulations contained in the Second .Schedule to the
same Act shall, so far as they relate to railways, apply
accordingly.

18. Where an agreement has been or may hereafter
be entered into for the purchase, lease, or working by
agreements
one railway company of any part of the system of
for the purchase, lease, another railway company, the Minister may, by order,
or working confirm the agreement, and where any such agreement
of railways. has been so confirmed it shall be lawful for the companies
to carry the agreement into effect:
Provided that, before confirming any such agreement,
the Minister shall comply with the provisions of section
twenty-nine of, and the Second Schedule to, the Ministry
of Transport Act, 1919, including any rules made under the
said section ; and the said section, schedule, and rules shall
apply to the confirmation of any such agreement in like
manner as they apply to the making of an order under
Power to
confirm
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paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of section three of the
said Act.

A.D. 1921.

19,-(1) Save as in this Act expressly provided, Restrictions
nothing in this Act shall prejudice or affect the rights on combinaor liabilities of any constituent or subsidiary company tion.
under any Act or agreement or arrangement (whether
made under statutory powers or otherwise) in existence
at the passing of this Act, but from and after the passing
of 'this Act it shall not be lawful for any constituent
or subsidiary company or for any amalgamated company
without the consent of the Minister to enter into agreements with any constituent or subsidiary company in
another group or with any other amalgamated company,
as the case may be, for the allocation of traffic or the
pooling of receipts or otherwise for effecting a combination which would contravene the purposes of this
Act :
Provided that it shall be lawful for any two or more
amalgamated companies to make and carry into effect,
with the consent of the Minister, agreements for the joint
working of the undertakings of subsidiary companies
acquired by one of such amalgamated companies under
the provisions of this Act.
(2) Before giving his consent under this section the
Minister shall, unless it appears to him that the matter
is one of such small importance that it is unnecessary
to do so, refer the matter for consideration and report to
a committee selected from the panel set up under section
twenty-three of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919, as
extended by this Act.
(3) Schedules of all agreements and arrangements
in existence at the passing of this Act (whether made
under statutory powers or otherwise) in which provision
is made for the allocation of traffic or the pooling of
receipts therefrom on any railways which will become
railways of different amalgamated companies, giving
particulars of the dates of such agreements or arrangements, and the parties thereto, shall, on request by the
Minister, be furnished to him and such further particulars
as the Minister may require in regard to such agreements
or arrangements shall be furnished to him by the companies affected thereby if and when demanded.
.
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III.

RAILWAY CHARGES.

of Rates Tribunal.
20.-(1) There shall be established a court styled
Constitution and Procedure

Rates
tribunal.

the Railway Rates Tribunal (in this Act referred to as the
"rates tribunal "), consisting of three permanent members,
with power to add to their number as hereinafter provided., and the rates tribunal shall be a court of record and
have an official seal which shall be judicially noticed, and
the rates tribunal may act notwithstanding any vacancy
in their number.
(2) The permanent members of the rates tribunal
shall be whole-time officers and shall hold office for such
term not exceeding seven years from the date of their
appointment as may be determined at the time of
appointment and then retire, but- a retiring member
shall be eligible for reappointment.
(3) The permanent members of the rates tribunal
may be appointed by His Majesty at any time after the
passing of this Act, and from time to time as vacancies
occur, and shall be so appointed on the joint recommendation of the Lord Chancellor, the President of the Board
of Trade, and the Minister.

(4) Of the permanent members of the rates tribunal
one shall be a person of experience in commercial affairs,
one a person of experience in railway business, and one,
who shall be the president, shall be an experienced lawyer.
Appointtnent of
officers and
expenses of

tribunal.

21..-(1) The rates tribunal may appoint a clerk and
such other officers and servants (subject to the consent of
the Treasury as to number and not exceeding ten)-as they
may consider necessary for assisting them in the proper
execution of their duties, and there shall be paid to the
permanent members of the rates tribunal and to any such
clerk, officer or servant as aforesaid such remuneration
(including, in the case of such clerk, officers, and
servants, superannuation allowances or gratuities on
retirement) as the Minister, with the approval 'of the
Treasury, may determine.
24'
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(2) Any such remuneration and any other expenses A.D.
of the rates tribunal incurred in the exercise and performance of their powers and duties shall be defrayed by the
Minister out of moneys provided by Parliament, but, so
far as the aforesaid expenses are not met out of the
amount recovered by way of fees, they shall, on demand,
be repaid to the Minister by the amalgamated companies
as part of their working expenses in such proportions as
the rates tribunal may determine.

22.-(1) The rates tribunal may, from time to time,
with the approval of the Lord Chancellor, the Lord
President of the Court of Session, and the Minister, make
general rules governing their procedure and practice and
generally for carrying into effect their duties and powers
under this Part of this Act, and such rules may, amongst
other things, provide for-

(a) the awarding of costs by the tribunal, but so that
in proceedings before the rates tribunal at the
instance of any company or person, other than
disputes between two or more railway companies,
the tribunal shall not have power to award costs
unless they are of opinion that either the application or claim or complaint or defence or
objection, as the case may be, is frivolous and
vexatious ;
(b) the reference of any question to a member or
officer of the tribunal, or any other person
appointed by them, for report after holding a
local inquiry ;
(c) the number of members of the tribunal to con-

stitute a quorum ;
(d)- enabling the tribunal to dispose of any proceedings before them, notwithstanding that in
the course of the proceedings there has been
a change in the persons sitting as members of
the tribunal ;
(e) the right of audience before the tribunal, provided
that any party shall be entitled to be heard in
person, or by a representative in the employment
of the party duly authorised in writing, or by
counsel or solicitor ;
25
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and may, subject to the consent of the Treasury, prescribe
a scale of fees for and in connection with the proceedings
before the tribunal.
(2) The Minister shall give to the rates tribunal such
assistance as the tribunal may require, and shall place
at the disposal of the tribunal any information in his
possession which he may think relevant to the matter
before the tribunal, and the Minister shall be entitled to
appear and be heard in any proceedings before the
tribunal.
(3) The rates tribunal shall annually make a report
to the Minister of their proceedings under this Act, which
report shall be laid before Parliament.
23. Subject to the provisions of this Part of' this
Act and to the rules made thereunder, the rates tribunal
may hold sittings in any part of Great Britain in such
place or places as may be convenient for the determination of the proceedings, before them. The central
office of the tribunal shall be in London.
24.-(1) There shall be constituted two panels, the
one (hereinafter referred to as the general panel) consisting of thirty-six persons, twenty-two being- nominated
by the President of the Board of Trade after consultation with such bodies as he may consider to be most
representative of trading interests, twelve being nominated by the Minister of Labour-after consultation with
such bodies as he may consider most representative of the
interests of labour and of passengers upon the railways,
and two being nominated by the Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries after consultation with such bodies as he
may consider most representative of agricultural and
horticultural interests, and the other (hereinafter referred
to as the railway panel) consisting of eleven persons
nominated by the Minister after consultation with the
Railway Companies' Association, and one person nominated by the Minister to represent. railways and light
railway companies not parties to the Railway Companies'
Association.
(2) A member of a panel shall hold office for .such
term, not exceeding three years from the date of his
appointment, as `niay be determined at the time of appointment, and then retire, but shall be eligible for
reappointment.
26
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the permanent A.D.

members of the rates tribunal, or if any permanent member
of the rates tribunal is incapacitated by prolonged illness
or other unavoidable cause from attending meetings of
the tribunal, then pending the filling up of such vacancy
or during such absence,
(a) in the case of the president, the Lord Chancellor
may appoint a person to act in his place ;
(b) in the case of either of the other permanent
members, the Minister may appoint a member
of a panel to act in his place, the person so
appointed being selected from the general panel
or the railway panel according to the qualification of the permanent member in question.

1921.

(4) Whenever for the purposes of any particular case
or proceeding the rates tribunal either upon application by
any of. the parties or otherwise so request, or the Minister
thinks it expedient, there shall be added to the rates
tribunal two additional members nominated by the Minister
from the panels, one selected from the general panel and
one from the railway panel.
In selecting a member from the general panel, regard
shall be had to the particular class of case or proceeding
to be heard, so that, as nearly as may be, the person so
selected shall be conversant with and have knowledge of
the technicalities that, may arise in such particular case
or proceeding.
(5) Any person appointed under the provisions of
this section shall, for the purposes of any proceedings in.,
respect of which he may be so appointed, be a member
of the rates tribunal and shall, subject to the provisions of
this Part of this Act and to the general rules made thereunder, exercise all the powers and functions of a permanent
member of the rates tribunal.

25. The decisions of the rates tribunal shall be by
a majority of the members including the additional
members, and shall not be subject to review otherwise
than under the provisions of this Part of this Act-relative to
appeals from the rates tribunal.
27
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26. Section seventeen of the Railway and Canal
Traffic Act, 1888, shall apply in respect of appeals from
Appeals.
the rates tribunal in like manner as it applies to appeals
51 & 52 Viet. from the Railway and Canal Commission
c . 25 .
Provided that, in cases where an appeal lies, the
question whether the appeal is to be to the court of
appeal or to the Court of Session shall be determined
in 'accordance with general rules made under this Part
of this Act.
A.D. 1921.

Transfer of
powers of
Railway and

Canal Commission.

Functions of
tribunal.

Jurisdiction of Tribunal.
27. Any existing functions of or powers exercisable
by the Railway and Canal Commission shall, in so far as
they are exercisable by the rates tribunal by virtue of
this Act, cease as from the appointed day hereinafter
mentioned to be functions of or powers exercisable by.
that Commission.

28.-(1) The rates tribunal shall, in addition to any
other powers conferred upon them tinder this Part of this
Act, have power to determine any questions that may be
brought before them in regard to the following matters:(a) The alteration of the classification of merchan-

dise, or the alteration of the classification of any
article, or the classification of any article not at
the time classified, or any question as to the
class in which any article is classified ;
(b) The variation or cancellation of through rates ;
(c) The institution of new, and the continuance,
modification, or cancellation of existing group

rates ;
(d) The variation of any toll payable by a trader ;
(e) The amount to be allowed for any terminal services not performed at a station, or for accommodation and services .in connection with a
private siding not provided or performed at that
siding ;

(f The reasonableness or otherwise

of any charge
made by,,% railway company for any services or
accommodation for which no authorised charge,
is applicable
28
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(g) The reasonableness or otherwise of any conditions A.D.
as to packing of articles specially liable to.

1921.

damage in transit or liable to cause damage to
other merchandise ;
(h) The articles and things that may be conveyed as
passengers' luggage ;
(z) The constitution of local joint committees and
their functions and the centres at which they
are to be established.
(2) The powers of the rates tribunal under paragraphs (b) to ((f) of this section shall not be exercisable
until the appointed day.
Classification

of Merchandise.

29.-(1) The classification of merchandise for the
purposes of this Part of this Act shall, in the first instance,
be that determined by the committee appointed under
section twenty-one of the Ministry, of Transport Act, 1919,
and that committee shall have power to settle such classification as if they had been empowered for that purpose
by that Act, and, notwithstanding anything contained in
that Act, shall continue in existence until they have
settled such classification.
(2) The classification shall be divided into such
number of classes containing such descriptions of merchandise as the committee think fit, and the committee,
in determining the class into which any particular
merchandise shall be placed, shall, in addition to all other
relevant circumstances, have regard to value, to the bulk in
comparison to weight, to the risk of damage, to the cost of
handling, and to the saving of cost which may result
when merchandise is forwarded in large quantities.

Classification of merchandise.

Standard Charges.

30.-(1) The constituent companies in each group
shall jointly, or with the consent of the rates tribunal
any one or more of such companies may, submit to the
rates tribunal not later than the thirty-first day of December, nineteen hundred and twenty-two, or such later
date as 'the Minister may allow, a schedule of the
standard charges proposed to be made by the amalgamated company into which they are to be formed,
C
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A.U. 1921. according to the classification fixed as aforesaid, and

shall (except as hereinafter provided) show in that
schedule the rates for the conveyance of merchandise,
the amounts of terminal charges, and the fares for the
conveyance of passengers and their luggage, and every
such schedule shall be published in such manner as the
rates tribunal may direct.
(2) The schedules so submitted shall be divided
into the parts and be in the form mentioned. in the
Fourth Schedule to this Act, or into such other parts or in
such other similar form as the rates tribunal may
prescribe.
Settlement

31. The rates tribunal shall consider the schedules
charges so submitted to them and any objections
thereto which may be lodged within. the prescribed time
and in the prescribed manner, and, after hearing all
parties interested and who are desirous of being heard,
shall, in accordance with the provisions hereinafter contained, settle the schedules of charges and appoint a day

of schedules. of

(hereinafter called " the appointed day ") when the same
shall come into operation.
Obligation
to charge
standard
charges.

32. On and from the appointed day the charges
appearing in the schedule of charges as fixed by the rates
tribunal for each amalgamated company (in this Part of
this Act referred to as " the standard charges ") shall
be the charges which that company shall be entitled to
make for all services rendered in respect of which
charges are fixed, and no variation either upwards or
downwards shall be made from such authorised charges
unless by way of an exceptional rate or an exceptional
fare continued, granted, or fixed under the provisions of
this Part of this Act, or in respect of competitive traffic
in accordance therewith.
"

Applicatibn

33. As respects railway companies, other than
companies and light railway companies

of schedules amalgamated
to non-amal-

gamated
companies.

and railway companies whose powers of charging have,
since the fourteenth day of August, nineteen hundred
and nineteen, been increased by special Act either generally or in relation to any particular class of traffic, the
rates tribunal shall apply to each such company the
schedule of charges of such one 'of the amalgamated
companies as, after considering any objections thereto
30
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which may be lodged within the prescribed time and A.D.
in the prescribed manner and after giving the company
in question and all other parties whom they consider to
be entitled to be, heard before them an opportunity of
being -heard, appears to the tribunal to be most appropriate to the case of that company, and may so apply
it either without modification or subject to such modifica
tions as the tribunal may think fit ; and, where a schedule
has been so applied to any company, the last foregoing
section shall apply to the company as if it were an
amalgamated company.
34.-(1) As from the appointed day all statutory pro- Repeal of
visions, and the provisions of all agreements with respect existing
to classification of merchandise and with respect to charges provisions.
for or in connection with the carriage of merchandise or
passengers by any railway which becomes a railway of an
amalgamated company, or of a railway company to which
a schedule of standard charges is applied, shall to the
extent to which those provisions relate to the matters
aforesaid be repealed and cease to be operative, except so
far as any statutory provision authorises for the purpose
of calculation of distance a special mileage to be allotted
in respect of any portion of a railway, and except so far
as, in the case of any such agreement or in the case of.
a statutory provision fixing a special charge, it may be
continued under the provisions of this Part of this Act or
by an order of the rates tribunal :
Provided that nothing in this Act shall, except as
otherwise expressly provided, affect the provisions of
section six of the Cheap Trains Act, 1883 (which relates 46 & 47 Viet.
to the conveyance of His Majesty's forces and matters C. 34.
connected therewith).
(2) In the case of the rates fixed under paragraph (v)
of subsection (1) of section six of the Cheap Trains Act,
1883, or in any case where it is proved to the satisfaction
of the rates tribunal that any charge in operation on the
fourth day of August, nineteen hundred and fourteen, and
fixed under any subsisting agreement or special statutory
provision was originally so fixed for valuable consideration,
the rates tribunal shall, and in any other case may, by
order continue the charge, subject to such adjustmwit,
if any, as to the tribunal may appear fair and equitable,
and in making such adjustmehl, if any, the tribunal
shall, as far as practicable, provide that the relative
1921..
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between persons entitled to the charge and
other persons as existing on the said fourth day of
August shall not be prejudiced or improved.
35. Any amalgamated company or any railway
company to which a schedule of standard charges has
been. applied, or any representative body of traders or
any person who may obtain a certificate from the Board
of Trade that he is, in the opinion of the Board of Trade,
a proper person for the purpose, shall be entitled at any
time to apply to the rates tribunal to modify the standard
charges or any of them, or any conditions relative thereto,
and, if any, such company or body of traders or person,
as the case may be, prove to the satisfaction of the
rates tribunal that the standard charges or conditions
or any of them ought to be modified, the tribunal shall
make such modifications as they think fit, and shall fix
the date as from which the modified standard charges or
conditions shall be effective :
Provided that subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6) of
section fifty-nine of this Act shall apply to any application for a general revision or variation of standard
charges of an amalgamated company under this section
as if such application were a review of standard charges
and exceptional charges under that section :
Provided also that, where the schedule of standard
charges of any amalgamated company has been. applied to
any other company, the tribunal may modify the charges or
any of them in the schedule as applied to the amalgamated
company without modifying them in the schedule as
applied to such other company, or modify them in the
schedule as applied to such other company without
modifying them in the schedule as applied to the
amalgamated company.

A.D. 1921. position

Subsequent
modifications
of standard
charges.

.

Exceptional Charges.
36.-(1) On and from the appointed day all excepProvisions
as to existtional rates in operation immediately before the appointed
ing excepday on the railway of any amalgamated company or any
tional rates.
company to which a schedule of standard charges has
been applied shall cease to operate, with the exception of
such exceptional rates as(a) are not less than five per cent. below the standard
rates which would otherwise on and from the
appointed day become chargeable ; and
32
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(b) have been continued by agreement in writing A.D.
between the railway company and the .trader
concerned or, failing agreement, have been notified in writing to the secretary of the railway
company by the trader with a request that they
should be referred to the rates tribunal for
determination by them, in which case the rates
shall continue until determined by the rates
tribunal, and the onus of proving that any such
rates should be altered, or discontinued shall be
upon the railway company ;

1921.

that no rate which has not been applied
to the, charging of merchandise actually forwarded
within the two years preceding the first day of January,
nineteen hundred and twenty-three, shall be continued
unless the trader can prove to the satisfaction of the
,railway company or, failing agreement with the railway
company, to the satisfaction of the rates tribunalso nevertheless

(i) that its non-application is solely due to abnormal
conditions of trade ; or
(ii) that a rate of -equal amount to the same destination remains in operation at other stations or
sidings in the same group or area :
Provided that, if the trader and the railway company
agree to continue any rate which will be more than forty
per cent. below the standard rate chargeable as aforesaid,
the rate shall, before the appointed day, be referred to
the rates tribunal, and, if so referred, shall continue until
the tribunal have determined the matter.
(2) Any such agreement or determination may provide for the continuance of any exceptional rate at the
same or any higher figure or charge, not being, in the case
of an agreement between a railway company and a trader,
less than five per cent. nor more than forty per cent. below
the standard rate chargeable, and for a specified period of
time.

37.--(1) On and after the appointed day an amal- New exgamated company or a railway company to which a ceptional
schedule of standard charges has been applied shall be rates.
at liberty to grant new exceptional rates in respect of
the carriage of any merchandise, which rates shall within
fourteen days, or such longer period as the Minister may
C 3
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A.D. 1921. allow, be reported to the Minister ; so, however, that a new
exceptional rate so granted shall not, without the consent

Variation'of
exceptional

rates.

of the rates tribunal, be less than five per cent. or more
than forty per cent. below the standard rate chargeable.
(2) If the Minister is of opinion that any company is
granting new exceptional rates in such manner as prejudicially to affect any class of users of the railway not
benefited by such rates, or so as to jeopardise the realisation of the standard revenue of such company, he may
refer the matter to the rates tribunal, who may, after
giving all parties interested an opportunity of being heard,
take either or both of the following courses
(a) revise the standard charges of that company or
any of them :
(b) cancel or modify all or any of such exceptional
rates.
(3) Any trader may, at any time, apply to the rates
tribunal to fix a new exceptional rate.
38.-(1) An amalgamated company or a railway
company to which a schedule of standard' charges has
been applied shall not be entitled to increase or cancel
any exceptional rate which has been fixed by the rates
tribunal without first obtaining the sanction of that
tribunal.
(2) Any such company may, at any time, reduce any
exceptional rate, so,, however, that the rate shall not,
without the consent of the rates tribunal, be reduced so
as to be more than forty per cent. below the standard rate
which would be, chargeable, but any. such reduction shall
be reported to the Minister in like manner as if it were
the grant of a new exceptional rate.
(3) Any such company may, at any time, increase any
exceptional rate which has not been fixed by the rates
tribunal on giving thirty days' notice in such manner as
the rates tribunal may prescribe of the proposed increase,
and on the expiration of such notice may, if no objection
be raised by any trader interested, forthwith bring the
increased-rate into force, provided that it is not less than
five per cent. below the standard rate chargeable, but, if
such an objection be raise', or if the rate when increased
would be less than five per cent. below the standard rate
chargeable, the increase shall not have effect unless and
until the rates' tribunal, after giving the company an
opportunity of being heard, so determine;
34
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Provided that no trader shall be entitled to object A.D.
to an increase of an exceptional rate reduced by a railway
company since the appointed day unless the effect of the
increase is to make the rate applicable to his traffic
higher than the rate applicable thereto immediately before
the reduction.
(4) Any such company may, at any time, cancel any
exceptional rate which has not been fixed by the rates
tribunal on giving thirty days' notice in such manner as
the rates tribunal may prescribe of the proposed cancellation, and on the expiration of such notice may, if no
objection be raised by any trader interested, forthwith
cancel the rate as proposed, but,.if any such objection be
raised, the cancellation shall not have effect unless and
until the rates tribunal, after giving the company an
opportunity of being heard, so determine :
Provided that no trader shall be entitled to object to
the cancellation of an exceptional rate granted by a
.railway company since the appointed day unless the effect
of the cancellation is to make the rate applicable to his
traffic higher than the rate applicable thereto at the date
when the exceptional rate was granted.
(5) No such increase or cancellation shall take effect
in the case of any exceptional rate referred to the rates
tribunal under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section
thirty-six of this Act pending the decision of the tribunal
with reference thereto, and any exceptional rate agreed
under the said section thirty-six shall not be increased or
cancelled for a period-of twelve months after the appointed
day except as part of a general increase under this Part
of this Act or to abate an undue preference.
(6) Any trader or representative body of traders
interested in the rate, or any such company, shall be
entitled to apply to the rates tribunal at any time to
cancel or vary any exceptional rate.
(7) Any such company may cancel any exceptional
rate existing after the appointed day which for a period
of two years shall not have been applied to the charging
of merchandise actually forwarded by railway.

1921.

39. If and whenever representations are made to Review of
the Minister by any body of persons who, in the opinion competitive
of the Board of Trade, are properly representative of exceptional
the interests of shipping or canals, that exceptional rates
are being charged which are competitive with coastwise
rates.

C4
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shipping or canals in such a manner as to be detrimental
to the public interest, and which are inadequate having
regard to the cost of affording the service or services in
respect of which the rates are charged, the Minister shall
(if satisfied that a prima facie case has been made out)
refer the matter to the rates tribunal for review, and the
rates tribunal may, after hearing all parties whose
interests are affected, vary or cancel such rates or make
such other order as may seem to, them expedient.

40.-(1) Where application is made to the rates
tribunal to fix' or sanction any exceptional rate for
the carriage of merchandise between two stations, or
between a station and a siding, or between two sidings, or
between either a station or a siding and a junction, the
rates tribunal in fixing or sanctioning the exceptional rate
shall determine the amounts (if any) to be included in the
rate for the following services

:-

(a)

conveyance;

(b) station terminals ;
(c) service terminals ;

(d) accommodation provided and services rendered
at or in connection with a private siding.
(2) Where an amalgamated company or a railway
company to which a schedule of standard charges has
been applied grants an exceptional rate for the carriage
of merchandise between two stations, or between a station
and a siding, or between two sidings, or between either
a station or a siding and a junction, without referring to
the rates tribunal, and the company shows in the quotation for the rate and in the rate book the amount (if any)
included therein fosuch several services as aforesaid, the
disintegration of the exceptional rate as so shown shall be
conclusive unless a trader interested in the rate complains
that the amount allocated to any particular service is
unreasonable, in which event the onus of proof shall be
on the railway company.
(3) Where any such company in granting such an
exceptional rate has not distinguished in the quotation for
the rate or in the rate book the
included therein
for such several services as aforesaid(a) the rate, in the case of a station-to-station rate,'
shall be deemed to be composed of conveyance
rate and terminal charges in proportion to the
amounts.

'
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amounts included in the corresponding standard
rate for the same service and accommodation in
respect of similar goods between the same
stations ; and
(b) in the case of any other rate,, the company shall,
within fourteen days after application in writing
by any person interested in the disintegration of
the rate, afford that person information of the
amounts (if any) included in the rate for the
several services aforesaid.
(4) Any dispute as to the disintegration of any such
exceptional rate shall be determined by the rates tribunal
at the instance of either a trader or the railway company.
(5) For the purposes of determining any question of
an alleged undue or unreasonable preference or advantage,
the Railway and Canal Commission shall not have regard
to the separate component parts of any rate as shown in
the rate book or as determined by this section, but shall,
unless in any case in which an application has, been made
for the purpose it is proved to the satisfaction of the
Commission that a consideration of the component
parts of the rate would be fair and reasonable, determine
the question in reference to the total rate for carriage
applicable to the merchandise in respect of which such
undue or unreasonable preference or advantage is alleged
to arise and the conditions under which the-rate applies.

41.--(1) Any amalgamated company or railway company to which a schedule of standard. charge's has been
applied may charge fares below the standard fares in
such circumstances as the company may think fit, but
the circumstances in which such exceptional fares, if
below ordinary fares, may be charged, and the amount
of reduction below the standard fare, shall be reported
to the Minister within fourteen days, or such longer
period as the Minister may allow, after the decision has
been arrived at.
(2) If the Minister is of opinion that any company
has granted exceptional fares in such a manner as prejudicially to affect any other class of users of the railway,
or so as to jeopardise the realisation of the standard
revenue of the company, he may refer the matter to
the rates. tribunal, who may, after giving the parties
interested an opportunity of being heard, cancel or
modify all or any of the exceptional fares so granted.
.
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Conditions of Carriage.
42. Within six months from the passing of this
Act, or within such further time as the rates tribunal may
permit, the constituent companies in all the groups shall
jointly submit to, and publish in such manner as may be,
prescribed by, the rates tribunal(a) the terms and conditions (hereinafter called
" company's risk conditions ") on and subject to
which merchandise other than live stock, and live,
stock, will respectively be carried if carried
at ordinary rates;
(b) the' terms and conditions (hereinafter called
" owner's risk conditions ") on and subject to
which merchandise other than live stock, and,
subject as hereinafter provided, live stock, will
respectively be carried if carried at owner's risk
rates ;
(c) the terms and conditions on and subject to which
damageable goods not properly protected by
packing will be carried.

43.-(1) The rates tribunal shall consider the terms
and conditions so submitted, or, if the companies fail to
submit terms and conditions within the time so allowed,
shall themselves prepare and publish provisional terms
and conditions, and after hearing any representative
body of traders who may desire to be heard or any
person who may obtain a certificate from the Board
of Trade that he is, in the opinion of the Board of
Trade, a proper person for the purpose, and any other
party whom they consider entitled to be heard, shall
settle, and when settled publish in the London and
Edinburgh Gazettes the terms and conditions which
they consider just and reasonable, and shall fix a date,
not earlier than two months after such publication,
upon which those terms and conditions are to come into
force.
(2) When the terms .and conditions so settled come
into force they shall be the standard terms and conditions
of carriage for all railway companies and shall be deemed
to be reasonable.
44.--(1) On and after the date so fixed as aforesaid the terms and conditions upon and subject to
which merchandise is apart from special contract to be
carried by a railway company shall be company's risk
38
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conditions, and those conditions shall apply without any
special contract in writing to the carriage of merchandise
at ordinary rates :
Provided that, in any case where an owner's risk rate
is in operation and the company has been requested in
writing to carry at that rate, the terms and conditions
upon and subject to which such goods shall be carried
shall be owner's risk conditions.
(2) The terms and conditions upon and subject to
which damageable goods not properly protected by packing
(if accepted by the company for carriage) shall be
carried by a railway company shall be the conditions
settled by the -rates tribunal as aforesaid, but the company
shall not be under any obligation to carry damageable
goods not properly protected by packing.
(3) Subject to the provisions of the Railway and
Canal Traffic Acts, 1854 and 1888, nothing in this Act
shall preclude a company and a trader from agreeing
in writing to any terms and conditions they think fit
for the carrriage of merchandise, live stock, or damageable goods not properly protected by packing, or dangerous
goods,
45. At any-time after the date when the terms and
conditions so settled as aforesaid come into force a railway
company or any representative body of traders may apply
to the rates tribunal to amend, alter or add to those terms
and conditions, and the tribunal may, after hearing all
parties whom they consider entitled to be heard, make
such amendments, alterations, or additions of or to such
terms and conditions as the tribunal think just and
reasonable, and fix a date as from which they are to come
into operation.
.

-

A.D. 1921.

17 & 18 Viet.
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Alteration of
conditions.

Miscellaneous Provisions as to Charges.

46.-(1) When settling a schedule of charges, or Owner's
within. twelve months or such longer period thereafter as rates.
in any case the Minister may allow, the rates tribunal
shall determine what reductions shall be made from the
standard charges where damageable merchandise is carried
by railway under owner's risk conditions, and such reductions shall be shown or indicated in the schedules in such
manner as the tribunal prescribe.
(2) Where an exceptional rate is in operation
and the conditions applicable to that rate are the
company's risk conditions, or, as the case may be, the
39
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A.D. 1921. owner's risk. conditions, and the difference in the company's liability under the two sets of conditions in respect
of the merchandise in question is not insignificant, the
company shall, on request in writing by a trader, quote a
corresponding rate under the other conditions, and, if
within twenty-eight days from such request the company
fails to quote such a rate to ' the satisfaction of the trader,
the trader may apply to the rates tribunal, and the
tribunal shall settle such corresponding rate and determine
the date as from which it is to come into operation.
(3) The difference between an ordinary rate and an
owner's risk rate shall be such as in the opinion of the
rates tribunal is fairly equivalent to the amount by which
the risk of the company in the case of the merchandise

in question differs under the two sets of conditions.
(4) A railway company shall be under no obligation
to carry livestock at owner's risk rates in cases in which
livestock is not at the date of. the passing of this Act
carried at reduced rates under owner's risk conditions.
Through
rates and
fares.

47.-(1) Where on or after the. appointed day in
pursuance of section twenty. five of the Railway and<Canal
Traffic Act, 1888, a railway company or person requires
traffic to -be forwarded at through rates or fares the
company or person shall give written notice of the
proposed through rate or fare to each company owning
any part of the through route (hereinafter called " the
forwarding company ") stating both its amount and the
route by which the traffic is proposed to be forwarded,
and, where a company gives such notice, it shall also
state the apportionment of the through rate or fare.
Each forwarding company shall, within ten days or
such longer period as the rates tribunal prescribe after the
receipt' of such notice, by written notice inform the
company or person requiring the through rate or fare
whether it agrees to the rate or fare and the route, and,
if it objects to either, the grounds of the objection.
(2) The rate or fare shall come into operation at the
expiration of the said. ten days or other prescribed period :
Provided that, if before that expiration any such
objection as aforesaid has been sent, or if, in the case of
a rate, the rate is less than five per cent. or more than
forty per cent: below the combined standard charges of
all the forwarding companies, the matter shall be referred
to the rates tribunal for their decision..
40
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If

an objection is made to the granting of the A.D.
(3)
rate or fare or to the, route, the rates tribunal shall
consider whether the granting of the rate or fare is a due
and reasonable facility in the interest of the public, and,
whether, having regard to the circumstances, the route.
proposed is a reasonable route, and shall allow or refuse
the rate or fare accordingly or fix such other rate or fare
as may seem to the rates tribunal just and reasonable.

(4) Where upon the application of a railway company
or person requiring traffic to. be forwarded a through 'rate
or fare is agreed to by the.forwarding companies or is
made by order of the rates tribunal, the apportionment
of such through rate or fare, if not agreed upon between
the forwarding companies, shall be determined by the
rates tribunal.
(5) If there is no objection except. as to the apportionment of the rate or fare, the rate or fare shall come
into operation as provided by subsection (2) of this section
in the case where no objection has been sent by a forwarding company, but the decision of the rates tribunal
as to its apportionment shall be retrospective ; in any
other case the operation of the rate or fare shall be
suspended until the decision is given.
(6) In apportioning a through rate or fare between
the railway companies concerned the rates tribunal shall
take all the circumstances into account, including any
special charges, fixed allowances, and minimum mileage
amounts, which any company may have been entitled to
make or receive in respect of the route or any part of the
.route over which such through rate or fare applies.
(7) For the purpose of calculating the through rate
or fare, the standard charge for each portion of the
through route shall be that which would have been
applicable to such portion had the conveyance for Ahe
entire distance of the through route been upon the railway
of the company owning such portion, and as if throughout
the through route the mileage had been continuously upon
one railway, and shall be calculated on the shortest
working distance between the two points over the railways
of the forwarding companies :
Provided that in such a calculation effect shall be given
to any statutory provision whereby a special mileage is
allotted in respect of any portion of railway.
41
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(8) The rates tribunal shall have power to decide
that any proposed through rate or fare is just and reasonable, notwithstanding that a less amount may be allotted
to any forwarding company out of the through rate or
fare than the standard rate or fare which the company is

entitled to charge, and to allow and apportion the through
rate or fare accordingly.

(9) Where a railway company uses, maintains, or
works, or is a, party to an arrangement for using, maintaining, or working, vessels for the purpose of carrying
on a communication between any towns or ports, the
provisions of this section shall extend to such vessels and
to the traffic carried thereby.
(10) Where part of the through route is over a railway
of a light railway company or of a railway company to
which no schedule of standard charges applies, or is by
sea, this section shall have effect as if the ordinary rate
or fare for the time being chargeable for the conveyance
of the traffic over that railway or by the sea route were
the standard charge.
(11) This section shall not apply where part of the
through route is over a canal.
Minimum

rates.

Collection
and delivery
charges.

48. An amalgamated company or a railway company to which a schedule of standard charges has been
applied shall be entitled to charge for the conveyance
of merchandise as for a minimum distance of such
number of miles as the rates tribunal may determine,
or such minimum sum as the rates tribunal may determine, and the rates tribunal may fix greater minimum
distances or higher minimum sums where the conveyance
is over the railways of two or more such companies,
but such minimum distances shall not vary according to
whether charges for station terminals are or are not made.

49.-(1) On and after the appointed day a railway
company may collect and deliver by road any merchandise
which is to be or has been carried by railway and may
make reasonable charges therefor in addition to the charges
for carriage by railw&y, and shall publish in the rate book
kept at the station where it undertakes the services of
collection and delivery the charges in force for the
collection and delivery of merchandise ordinarily collected
and delivered.
42
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(2) Any such company may, and upon being required A.D. 1921.
to do so and upon payment of the proper charges shall, at
any place where the company holds itself out to collect
and deliver merchandise, perform the services of collection
and delivery in respect of such merchandise as is for the
time being ordinarily collected and delivered by the
company at that place :
Provided that the company shall not be required to
make delivery to any person who is unwilling to enter into
an agreement terminable by him on reasonable notice for
the delivery by the company at the charges included in
the rate book of the whole of his traffic, or the whole of
his perishable traffic, from the station at which those
charges apply.
(3) Where any person does not so agree, the company
shall not be required to deliver any of his merchandise,
but, if such person fails to take delivery of any merchan
dise within a reasonable time, the company may deliver
such merchandise and make such reasonable charges
therefor as it thinks fit.
(4) Any dispute as to whether or not any charge for
the services of collection and delivery is reasonable, or
whether the length of notice for the termination of an
agreement under this section is reasonable, shall be determined by the rates tribunal.
50.-(1) Nothing contained in this Act shall impose Dangerous
any obligation on any railway company to accept goods.
dangerous goods for conveyance, or shall prejudice or
derogate from the powers of His Majesty in Council, or
of any Government department, under the Explosives 38 & 39 Viet.
Act, 1875, or affect the validity or operation of any Order e. 17.
in Council, order, rule, or byelaw made under the powers
contained in that Act.
(2) If on or after the appointed day any such
company accepts dangerous goods for conveyance, the
goods shall be conveyed subject to such byelaws, regulations and conditions as the company may think fit to
make in regard to the conveyance or storage thereof, and
the owner or consignor of such goods shall indemnify
the. company from and against all loss or damage which
may result to the company or to which the company
may be or become liable owing to non-compliance with
the before-mentioned byelaws, regulations, and conditions
as to such goods and will pay full compensation for all
injury to the company's servants and damage to its property
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arising unless it be proved that the injury or damage is
due to the wilful misconduct of the company's servants,
but, subject as aforesaid, the provisions of this Part of this
Act as to ordinary rates and owner's risk rates 'shall

A.D. 1921. so

apply,
(3) Any question as to whether goods are dangerous
goods shall be determined by the rates tribunal :
Provided that, where a railway company has declared
any article to be dangerous, it shall lie on the person
requiring the article to be carried to show that it is not
dangerous.
Charges on

jointly,
owned lines.

51. Where a railway is owned jointly by two or
more railway companies (being amalgamated companies
or railway companies to, which a schedule of standard
charges has been applied) then, for the purposes of this
Part of this Act(a) if the route lies wholly on the railway of one of
the owning companies and the jointly "owned
railway, the charges shall be the charges which
would have been chargeable if the whole route
had been over the railway of that owning
company ; and
(b) in any other case, the charges in respect of the
jointly owned railway shall be the charges
appearing in the schedule of charges applied
to,

Charges' for

competitive
traffic.

that railway.

52.-(1) Where any two places are connected by
routes belonging to or operated by two or more railway
companies (being amalgamated companies or railway companies to which a schedule of standard charges has been
applied) and the standard rate for the carriage of merchandise by one such route is less than the standard rate by
another such route, the standard rate for the carriage of
merchandise by, the first mentioned route may, subject to
the provisions of this section as to circuitous routes, be
charged as the standard rate for the carriage of merchandise by such other route.
(2) For the purposes of this section, a circuitous route
means a route which is longer by thirty per cent. or more
than the shortest route, between the two places.
(3) Within six months after the date of amalgamation
or such longer time as the Minister may allow every
44
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amalgamated company and every company liable to have
applied to it a schedule of standard charges shall submit
to the Minister in such form as he may direct a schedule
of the circuitous routes to which it is desired that this
section shall be applied. The Minister shall refer to the
rates tribunal the schedules so submitted to him, and the
tribunal shall, after giving all parties whom they consider
entitled to be heard before them an opportunity of being
heard,consider whether the routes contained in the said
schedules are, having regard to all the circumstances,
including the public interest, desirable and adequate, and
shall settle the schedules accordingly, and this section shall
apply to the circuitous routes contained in the schedules
as settled, but, save.as hereinafter provided, to no other,
circuitous routes.
(4) After the settlement of such schedules any such
company may apply this section to a new circuitous route
not included in its schedule, but the company shall, within fourteen days, report the route to the Minister in such
manner as he may direct, and, if the Minister considers
that the proposal involves unreasonable competition or is
not in the public interest, he may refer the matter to the
rates tribual who may, after giving all parties whom they
consider entitled to be heard before them an opportunity
of being heard, cancel the route :
Provided that, if the proposed circuitous route exceeds
by fifty per cent. or more the shortest route between the
two places, this section shall not be applied thereto without the consent of the rates tribunal.

A.D. 1921.

.

53. As from the appointed day, any amalgamated Fares
company or any railway company to which a schedule of ship,standard charges has been applied whose powers of
charging in respect of the conveyance of passengers and
their luggage in steam or other vessels provided or used
by any such company are limited by statute, may demand,
take, and recover such reasonable fares as it shall think
fit for and in respect of the conveyance of passengers and
their luggage in such steam or other vessels, and any
question as to the reasonableness of such fares shall be
determined by the rates tribunal.
54.--(1) The schedules of standard charges and the
standard terms and conditions of carriage when settled
in accordance with the provisions of this Part of this
D
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Act, and any orders of the rates 'tribunal modifying
standard charges or standard terms, and conditions shall
be deemed to be statutory rules within the meaning of
the Rules Publication Act, 1893, but nothing in this
provision shall be construed as making any such schedules
or orders statutory rules to which section one of that
Act applies.
(2) Printed copies of the general classification of
merchandise and schedule of standard charges for the
time being in force shall be kept for sale by every railway
company to which the same apply at such places and at
such reasonable prices as the Minister may direct.
(3) On and after the appointed day, every railway
company shall keep for public inspection at each station
at which merchandise is received for conveyance, or,
where merchandise is received for conveyance at some
other place than a station, then, at the station nearest to
such place, a copy of the general classification of
merchandise carried on the railway of the company and a
book or books stating :
(i) the chargeable distance from that station or place
of every place to which they book ;
(ii) the scales of standard charges applicable to each
class of merchandise conveyed on the railway ;
(iii) all exceptional rates in operation from such
station or place ;
(iv) any charges in force for the collection and
delivery of merchandise at such station or place,.
The general classification of merchandise and every
such book shall, during all reasonable hours, be open to
the inspection of any person without the payment of any

-

fee.

(4) On and after the appointed day, every railway
company shall for a period of ten years keep open for
inspection at its head office, the books, schedules, or other
papers specifying the rates, charges, and conditions of
transport in use on the fourteenth day of January, nineteen hundred and twenty, upon the several railways owned
or worked by the company, and shall, upon demand and
upon payment of a reasonable charge, supply copies of or
extracts from such books, schedules, and papers.
(5) Where a railway company carries merchandise
partly by land and partly by sea all the books, tables and
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documents touching the rates of charge of the railway A.D. 1921.
company, which are kept by the railway company at any

port in Great Britain used by the vessels which carry
the sea traffic of the railway company, shall, besides
containing all the rates charged for the sea traffic, state
what. proportion of any rate is appropriated to the
conveyance by sea, distinguishing such proportion from
that which is appropriated to the conveyance by land
on either side of the sea.
(6) Any company failing to comply with the provisions of this section shall, for each offence and in the
case of a continuing offence for every day during which
the offence continues, be liable on summary conviction to
a fine not exceeding five

pounds.

55. The provisions contained in the Fifth Schedule

to this Act (being provisions similar to those now contained in the various railway rates and charges orders)
shall, as from the appointed day, apply to the amalgamated
companies and the railway companies to which a schedule
of standard charges has been applied.

Miscellaneous pro-

visions a,"
to rates.

56.-(1) As from the appointed day the Acts men. Amendments
tioned in the first column of the Sixth. Schedule to this of certain
Act shall, in their application to railway companies, have Acts.
effect subject to the amendments specified in the second
column of that schedule.
(2) Where any existing special Act relating to any
railway company does not incorporate a section of any of
the Railways Clauses Acts which is amended or repealed
by the said schedule but contains provisions corresponding
to such section, the like amendment or repeal shall be
made of such corresponding provision as is made by the
said schedule of the section of the Railways Clauses Act.

I

57. For the purposes of this Part of this Act, unless terpretndoll of Part
the context otherwise requires,III.
The expression " charges " includes rates, fares, tolls,
dues and other charges.
,The expression ` rates " means rates and other charges
in connexion with the carriage of merchandise.
The expression " fares " means fares and other charges
in connexion with the conveyance of passengers
and their luggage.
D
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The expression " modifications " in relation to charges
includes modifications whether by way of decrease
or increase, and " modify " shall be construed
accordingly.
The expression " merchandise " includes goods,
minerals, live stock, and_ animals of all descriptions.
The expression " exceptional charges " means charges
below the standard charges, including special
charges continued subject to adjustment under the
provisions of this Part of this Act, and the expressions " exceptional rates " and " exceptional
fares " shall be construed accordingly.
The expression " conditions " includes regulations.
The expression " railway rates and charges orders "
means the provisional orders fixing maximum rates
and charges applicable to the several railway companies made and confirmed by Parliament in
pursuance of section twenty-four of the Railway
and Canal Traffic Act, 1888.
The expression " prescribed" means prescribed by the
rates tribunal.

Adjustment of Charges to Revenue.
Adjustment
of powers of
charging to
revenue.

58.- (1) The charges to be fixed in the first instance
for each amalgamated company shall be such as will,
together with the other sources of revenue, .in the
opinion of the rates tribunal, so far as practicable yield,
with efficient and economical working and management, an annual net revenue (hereinafter referred to as
the standard revenue) equivalent to the aggregate net
revenues in the year nineteen hundred and thirteen of
the constituent companies and the subsidiary companies

absorbed by the amalgamated company, together with(a) a sum equal to five per cent. on capital expenditure forming the basis on which interest was
allowed at the end of the period during which the
constituent companies and subsidiary companies
were in the possession of the-Government; and
(b) such allowance as may be necessary to remunerate
adequately any additional capital which may have
been raised or provided in, respect of expenditure
on capital account incurred since the first day of
48
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January, nineteen hundred and thirteen, and not A.D.
included in the expenditure referred to in the
last preceding paragraph, unless it can be shown
that such expenditure has not enhanced the
value of the undertaking ; and
(c) such allowance as appears to the rates tribunal
to be reasonable in respect of capital expenditure
(not being less than twenty-five thousand pounds
in the case of any work, and not being capital
expenditure included in paragraph (a) ), on
works which enhance the value of the undertaking, but which had not at the beginning of
the year nineteen hundred and thirteen become
fully remunerative :
Provided that, in determining the sum which charges
will, with efficient and economic working and management, yield, the tribunal shall, with a view to encouraging
the taking of early steps for effecting economies in
working and management expenses rendered possible by
or in anticipation of amalgamation, take into consideration
the economies effected by such steps already taken, and
shall make such allowance in respect thereof as the
tribunal may consider fair and equitable to an amount
not exceeding thirty-three and one-third per cent. of sueh
economies.

(2) The tribunal when fixing charges in pursuance
of the provisions of this section shall have regard to
the means which in their opinion are best calculated to
ensure the maximum development and extension in the
public interest of the carriage by railway of merchandise
and of passengers and their luggage, and shall accordingly
ascertain as far as may be practicable the effect which
the existing charges, or any of them, have had upon the
merchandise or passenger traffic to which they are applicable, and in particular whether the application of such
charges has, tended or, if continued, would be likely to
tend towards causing the increase or diminution of the
said traffic.
(3) If on any such review as is mentioned in the
next following section it appears to the rates tribunal
that the allowance made under paragraph (c) of subsection (1) of this section was too high or too low, the
tribunal may revise the allowance and make such adjustment in the amount of the standard revenue as may be
necessary.

D 3
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(4) When fixing the charges necessary to produce
the standard revenue, the tribunal shall take into consideration the charges in respect of any business carried
on by the company ancillary or subsidiary to its railways,
the charges for which are not 'subject to the jurisdiction of the tribunal, and if in the opinion of the
tribunal the company is not making, or has not taken
reasonable steps to enable it to make, adequate charges
in respect of any such business, the tribunal shall, in
fixing the charges under this Part of this Act, take into
account the revenue which. would be produced by any
such business if .adequate charges were in operation.
59.-(1) The rates,tribunal shall review the standard
charges and exceptional charges of each amalgamated
company at the end of the first complete financial year
after the appointed day, or, if the appointed day is the
first day of January in any year, at the end of that year,
and, unless directions. are.-given by the Minister to the
contrary in manner hereinafter appearing, at the end of
each succeeding year, and the review shall be made on
the experience of the operation of those charges for the
period during which the standard charges have been in
operation, or, if that period is more than three years, then
on the experience of the operation of those charges during
the preceding three years.
(2) The Minister may direct as respects any year
after the second annual review that a review shall not be
held, and the directions may extend either to all the
amalgamated' companies or to any one or more of those

companies :
Provided that no such direction shall extend to any
company which has applied to the Minister for a
review, or in respect of which the Board of Trade on the
application of any representative body of traders have
requested that a review shall be held.
(3) If on any such review the rates tribunal find
that the net revenue or the average annual net revenue
obtained, or which could, with efficient and economic
management, have been obtained, by the company during
the period on the experience of which the review is based
is substantially in excess of the standard revenue of the
company, with such allowance (if any) as appears to the
tribunal necessary to remunerate adequately any additional
capital which may have been raised or provided' in respect
of expenditure on capital account incurred since the
60
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date upon which the standard charges were fixed in the first &D.
instance, the tribunal shall, unless they are of opinion that
owing to change in circumstances the excess is not likely
to continue, modify all or any of the standard charges
and make a corresponding' general modification of the
exceptional charges of the company so as to effect a
reduction of the net revenue of the company in subsequent years to an extent equivalent to eighty per cent.
of such excess :

Provided that the tribunal in making such modifications as aforesaid as respects one amalgamated company shall, so far as practicable, avoid making such
modifications as would be likely to affect prejudicially the
financial position of any other railway company.
(4) If on any such review the rates tribunal find
that the net revenue or the average annual net revenue

obtained by the company during the period on the
experience of which the review is based is less than
the standard revenue of the company, with such allowance- (if any) as appears to the tribunal necessary to
remunerate- adequately any additional capital which
may have been raised or provided in respect of expenditure on capital account incurred since the date upon
which the standard charges were fixed in the first instance,,
and that the deficiency is not due to lack of efficiency or
economy in the management, the tribunal shall, unless in
their opinion owing to change of 'circumstances the
deficiency is not likely to continue, make such modifications in all or any of the standard charges and such
a corresponding general modification of the exceptional
charges of the company as they may think necessary
to enable the company to earn the standard revenue
with such allowance (if any) as aforesaid.
(5) Whenever on any such review such an excess as
aforesaid is found, then, for the purposes of subsequent
reviews, subsection (3) of this section shall have effect as if
for the standard revenue there were substituted a sum
(hereinafter referred to as the " increased standard ") equal
to the standard revenue with the addition of twenty per
cent. of such excess, and whenever on any such subsequent review an excess is found above the increased
standard together with the allowance (if any) for additional
capital,. then, for the purpose of subsequent reviews, the
increased standard shall be increased by a sum equal to
twenty per cent. of such excess, and so on :
D 1
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Provided that, if at any time after such an excess has
been found, the standard charges and exceptional charges
are modified in pursuance of subsection (4) of this section
on account of a deficiency, no such substitution shall be
made until an excess above the standard revenue together
with the allowance (if any) for additional capital is again
found.
(6) The rates tribunal, when modifying charges on
any such review, shall have regard to the like considerations as when fixing charges in the first instance :
Provided that the tribunal shall have regard to the
financial results obtained from the operation of any
ancillary or subsidiary business carried on by the company, and if satisfied that the net revenue resulting
therefrom is, having regard to all the circumstances,
unduly low, may, for the purpose of such review, make
such deductions from the charges which would otherwise
have been fixed as they think proper.
(7) The modifications of standard charges and exceptional charges made in pursuance of this section shall take
effect as from the first day of July in the year following
the last year under review or such other date as the
rates tribunal may fix,

Transitory Provisions.
Transitory
provisions
to charges

generally.

as

60. A constituent, subsidiary, or amalgamated company, or any railway company which is liable to have
applied to it a schedule of standard charges shall, notwithstanding anything contained in any special or general
Act or in any agreement, be entitled till the appointed
day to make such charges in connexion with the carriage
of merchandise and passengers or otherwise as were
in force as respects the railway on the fifteenth day of
August, nineteen hundred and twenty-one ; or, where no
such charges were in force on that date, then such
reasonable charges as shall, in case of difference, be
determined by the rates tribunal :
Provided that at any time after the said fifteenth
day of August, and before the appointed day,

(i) any representative body of traders may apply to
the rates tribunal to reduce the aforesaid charges
or any of them ;
52
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(ii) any trader interested in any particular charge
may apply to the rates tribunal to reduce that
charge ;
any such company may, apply to the rates
tribunal to increase the aforesaid charges or
any of them ;
any such application shall be published in such manner as
the rates tribunal prescribe and the tribunal after hearing
all parties whom they consider entitled to be heard may
make such modifications in the said charges or any of
them as to the tribunal may seem just, and shall fix a
day upon which the modifications are to come into force.

61.-(1) Until an agreement has been made, or the
rates tribunal have determined any differences that may
arise, between the railway company concerned and the
owner of or any person using a private siding (in this
section called the "siding owner ") as to the sum payable (if any) for accommodation and services provided
in connexion with the siding, the following provisions

:-

shall apply
(1) Where at the passing of this Act an agreement
exists between a railway company (being a
constituent or subsidiary company or a company which is liable to have applied to it aschedule of standard charges) and a siding
owner, under which the siding owner pays
either the whole of the station and service
terminals or pays such terminals and is allowed
a rebate upon a percentage basis, the agreement shall continue to operate for the period
fixed by the agreement, and after the expiration of the agreement, or, if the agreement is
terminable on notice, then from the expiration
of any notice given thereunder, the provisions of
the agreement shall be deemed to remain, in
force notwithstanding any change which may
be made in the amount of the terminal charges :
(2) Where at the passing of this Act an agreement
exists between any such railway company and a
siding owner whereby the siding owner pays for
accommodation and services provided in connexion
with the delivery or collection of merchandise at
the siding a fixed sum, or pays for such services
53
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terminal charges less a rebate of a fixed amount,
the agreement shall continue to operate for the
period fixed by the agreement, and after the expiration thereof, or, if the agreement is terminable
on notice, then from the expiration of any notice
given thereunder, the sum so payable or the
rebate so allowed shall be increased in proportion
to the amount by which the aggregate of the
conveyance rate and station and service terminals may have been increased since the date
of the agreement :
(3) Where at the passing of this Act there is no
express agreement as to the amount to be paid
for such services, but the siding owner in fact
pays station terminals and service terminals or
any portion thereof or either of them, the siding
owner shall hereafter pay for such services as
aforesaid the station terminals and service terminals or such portion of the same as he has
heretofore paid

:

(4) Where after the passing 'of this Act a new siding
is connected with the railway, or traffic which is
not provided for under the foregoing provisions
of this section passes to an existing siding, the
siding owner shall pay for the aforesaid services
the amount of the station and service terminals
for the time being in force ; provided that the
sum thereafter agreed or in default of agreement
determined by the rates tribunal to be payable
for such services shall be payable from the date
of such connection for traffic or of the passing
of the traffic as the case may be or for a period
of twelve months from the date of application
to the tribunal, whichever is shorter :

Provided that nothing contained in this section shall
give rise to any presumption as to the value of the aforesaid
accommodation and services, and in fixing any sum which
the siding owner is to pay the rates tribunal shall have
regard only to what sum is reasonable in all the circumstances of the case.
(2) The Railway and Canal Commission shall not,
after the passing of this Act, exercise any jurisdiction
with respect to the matters to which this section relates.
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WAGES AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE.

62. As from the date when railways of which
under the Regulation of the Forces
Act, 1871, and retained under the Ministry of Transport
possession was taken

Act, 1919,

cease-

to be in possession of the Minister, and

until otherwise determined by twelve months' notice on
either side (such notice not to be given before the first
day of January, nineteen hundred and twenty-three), all
questions relating to rates of pay, hours of duty or other

Settlement
of disputes
as to

pay

and conditions of
service.

conditions of service of employees-to whom this Part of
this Act applies shall, in default of agreement between
the railway companies and the railway trade unions, be
referred to the Central Wages Board, or, on appeal, the
National Wages Board, as reconstituted under this Act.

63.--(1) Arrangements shall be made for estab.
lishing for each railway company affected one or more
councils, consisting of officers of the railway company and
representatives of the men employed by the company
elected by those men.

Establishment of
councils.

(2) The constitution and functions of any such
council shall be such as may be determined by schemes
made in manner hereinafter appearing, it 'being understood that the functions of the council shall generally
be such as are mentioned in paragraph (16) of the Report
of the Reconstruction Committee on the Relations between
Employers and Employed, dated the eighth day of March,
nineteen hundred and seventeen.

64.

- (1)

As from the passing of this'Act, the Central
Wages Board and the National Wages Board shall be
reconstituted in the following manner

:-

(a) the Central Wages Board shall be composed of
eight representatives of the railway companies
and eight representatives of the railway
employees. The railway companies' representatives shall be appointed by the- railway companies. The employees' representatives shall be

appointed by the railway trade unions, four by
the National Union of Railwaymen, two by the
55
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Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and
Firemen, and two by the Railway Clerks' Asso-

A.D. 1921.

ciation ;
(b) the National Wages Board shall be composed of
six representatives of the railway companies,
who shall be appointed by the railway companies, six representatives of the railway
employees (two of whom shall be appointed by
the National Union of Railwaymen, two by the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and
Firemen, and two by the Railway Clerks' Association), and four representatives of the users of
railways, with an independent chairman nominated by the Minister of Labour. The four
representatives of the users of railways shall be
nominated as follows.One by the [Parliamentary Committee of
the Trades Union Congress ;
One by the Co-operative Union ;
One by the Association of British Chambers
of Commerce ; and
One by the Federation of British Industries.
(2) Nothing in the constitution of either such Board
shall be held to prejudice the right of any party to a
reference to the Board to raise any point they may consider relevant to the issue, and any point so raised shall be
taken into consideration by the Board.
Power to
make
schemes.

65. For the purpose of giving effect to the foregoing
provisions of this Part of this Act, and. in particular for
the purpose of defining the constitution and functions ofsuch councils as aforesaid, schemes shall be made and
may, from time to time, be varied by a committee consisting of six representatives of the General Managers'
Committee of the Railway Clearing House and six representatives of the National Union of Railwaymen, the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen,
and the Railway Clerks' Association.
Such schemes may be determined by twelve months'
notice by either side of such committee, but such notice
shall not be given before the first day of January, nineteen hundred and twenty-three.
56
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66.-(1) The employees to whom this Part of this
Act applies are those employed by the railway companies
hereinafter mentioned and the Railway Clearing House
in the grades of employees included in the several
national agreements referred to in the Seventh Schedule
to this Act (other than employees who, in accordance
with the classification for the time being in force, are
in the special class), and such other grades of employees
as the parties to such schemes as aforesaid may hereafter
agree to include in the schemes.
(2) The railway companies hereinbefore referred to
are,, until the amalgamation schemes come into operation,
the railway companies mentioned in the second and third
columns of the First Schedule to this Act of whose undertakings the Minister was in possession on the fifteenth day
.of August, nineteen hundred and twenty-one, including,
as respects any railways jointly owned or worked by two
or more of such companies, a joint committee of those
companies, and after those schemes come into operation
the amalgamated companies, including, as respects any
railways jointly owned or worked by two or more of those
companies, a joint committee of those .companies.

67.-(1) Arrangements shall be made for establishing
for each railway company affected a conference consisting
of an equal number of representatives of the company and
of the members of the police force of that company to
which all questions relating to rates of pay, hours of duty,
and conditions of service of members of the police force
of the company shall be referred with an appeal to the
central conference established hereunder.
(2) A. central conference shall be established for the
whole of the railways of Great Britain, and shall consist
of an equal number of representatives of the railway
companies and of the police force, elected from the
conferences of the separate railways. In the event of
disagreement between the two sides of the central conference, an independent chairman shall be appointed with
power to give binding decisions, such chairman to be
selected by mutual agreement or, failing agreement, to be!
nominated by the Minister of Labour.
(3) From and after the amalgamation under this Act
of the constituent companies in each group there shall be
one conference only for each amalgamated company, and
57
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one central conference for all the amalgamated companies,
both such conferences being constituted as in this section
provided.
PART V.

LIGHT RAILWAYS.

68.-(1) Orders under the Light Railways Act, 1898.,
amended by any subsequent enactment (which Act as
so amended is in this Part of this Act referred to as " the
light railway orders. principal Act ") shall, instead of being made by the Light
59 & 60 Vict. Railway Commissioners and confirmed by the Minister of
c. 48.
Transport as successor to the Board of Trade in manner
Amendment
of procedure
for making as

provided by the principal Act, be made by the Minister,
and accordingly(a) the powers of the Light Railway Commissioners
shall be transferred to the Minister ;
(b) the Minister on considering an application for an
order shall take all such matters into consideration and do all such things as he, as successor of
the Board -of Trade, is under the principal Act
required to take into consideration and do on
submission of an order to him for confirmation ;
and the principal Act shall have effect as if for references
to the Light Railway Commissioners there were substituted
references to the Minister, and for references to the confirmation of orders by the Minister, as successor to the
Board of Trade, there was substituted references to the
making of orders by the Minister :
Provided that any limitation on the duration of the
powers of the Light Railway Commissioners contained in
the principal Act or in any Act extending the duration of
those powers shall not apply to the Minister.
(2) If the Minister is of opinion for any of the
reasons mentioned in subsection (3) of section nine of
the principal. Act that the proposals of the promoters
ought to be submitted to Parliament he may, if he thinks
fit, make an order as a provisional order and submit the
proposals to Parliament by bringing in a Bill for the
confirmation of the order, and subsections (2) and (3) of
section one of the Light Railways Act, 1912, shall apply
with respect to such Bill.'
-

2 & 3 Geo. 5.
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(3) Where an application for an order under the A.D.
principal Act has been made to the Light Railway
Commissioners before the passing of this Act, those
Commissioners may, within the six months next after the
passing of this Act, proceed with the application and
submit to the Minister for confirmation any order made
by them before the expiration of those six months, and
in any such case the principal Act shall apply with respect
to the order as if this section had not been passed, but at
the end of the said six months the Light Railway
Commissioners shall cease to hold, office.
Save as aforesaid, any application for an order under
the principal Act shall be proceeded with as if it had been.

1921.

made under the principal Act as amended by this section.

69. Where an order made under the principal Act

Provisions
as to purchase of

incorporates the Lands Clauses Acts, it may incorporate
those Acts subject to any modifications contained in the land'
order, being modifications of those Acts made or authorised to be made by the Development and Road Improve47W
ment Funds Act, 1909.
'

7'

70.-(1) Where the Minister, with the approval of Government
the Treasury, agrees. to make an advance under section advances to
seventeen of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919, for light railthe purposes of a light railway to be authorised by an
order under the principal Act, the order may make such
provision with respect to the limitation of the assessment
of the light railway to local rates as might under proviso (;)
of subsection (1) of section five of the principal Act have
been made by such an order had the Treasury agreed to
make a .special advance under the principal Act as a free
grant, and that proviso shall apply accordingly,
(2) The power of the Treasury under the principal
Act to make advances to light railway companies shall
cease, and sections four to six of the principal Act, except
such of the provisions of section five as are applied by
this section, are hereby repealed.
n'ays'

71.-(1) The council of any county or borough or Power of
district may be authorised by an order under the principal councils
Act to guarantee or to join with any council, person, or to give
body of persons in guaranteeing the whole or any part guarantee4.
of the interest or dividends on any loan or share capital
of a light railway company for such period and on such
59
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A.D. 1921. terms and subject to such conditions as may be approved

by the Minister after consultation with the Minister of
Health :
Provided that the procedure laid down .in the Borough
Funds Acts, 1872 and 1903, shall apply when a council
propose to give or join in giving such a guarantee in like
manner as it applies when a council propose to incur
expenditure in opposing a Bill in Parliament.
(2) Any expenses incurred by the council in satisfying such guarantee shall be defrayed in like manner as
expenses incurred by them with' reference to an application for an order authorising a light railway under the
principal Act.
(3) Paragraphs (f), (g), and (h) of. section eleven of
the principal Act shall apply in respect of such guarantee
as if the guarantee were an advance by the council.

72.--(1) Where the powers of a light railway
company of making any charges are fixed by reference
light railway to the powers of charging of another railway
company,
companies.
and the powers of charging of that other railway company
have been. increased under directions issued by the. Minister
in pursuance of the powers conferred upon him by the
-Ministry of Transport Act, 1919, the powers of charging
of the light railway company shall until the appointed
day be, and shall be deemed to have been, proportionately
increased.
(2) On and after the appointed day, any light railway
company whose railway connects (whether by means of a
junction or of adjacent sidings) with the railway of an
amalgamated company, or of a railway company to which
a schedule of standard charges has been applied, shall be
entitled to, make charges not exceeding those which such
company is,;or the time being authorised to make, with
this que4if cation that for the purpose of the calculation
of mileage rates each mile of a light railway shall be
treated as if it were one mile and a quarter.
(3) The provisions of any light railway order conferring powers of charging shall have effect, subject to' the
provisions of this section.
(4) Part III., of this Act shall not apply to light
railways except so far as it relates(i) to the granting, variation, cancellation, and
apportionment of through rates ;
Powers of
charging by
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(ii) the conditions of carriage of .merchandise.;
(iii) the, determination by the rates tribunal of
questions that may be brought before them
in respect of the matters mentioned in section
twenty-eight of this Act :

A.D.1921.

Provided that, where a light railway becomes part of
the system of an amalgamated company, Part III. of
this Act shall apply thereto.
(5) As from the appointed day, the powers of the
Railway and Canal Commission under section fourteen of
the Regulation of Railways Act, 1873, as extended by
any other enactment and as applied to light railways,
shall be exercisable by the rates tribunal instead of by
the Railway and Canal Commission.

73.-(1). An order made under the principal Act

Amendment

may contain a provision empowering a railway company of ss. 11 and
of printo acquire the light railway to which the order relates, 24
cipal Act.
not being a railway of the nature of a tramway, and
(1) of section eleven of the principal let,
shall have effect accordingly as if in that paragraph after
the words " railway " there were inserted the words " or,
except in the case of a railway of the nature of a=
tramway, empowering a railway company to 4equire

paragraph

the railway."
(2) Where, after the passing of this Act, an order is
made under the principal Act authorising a light railway
(other than a light railway of the nature of a tramway),
an order amending that order may confer on a railway
company power to acquire the light railway, notwithstanding that the owners of the light railway do not
consent, and section twenty-four, of the principal Act
shall have effect accordingly.

(3) For the `purposes of this section, a light railway
of the nature of a tramway means a light railway laid
wholly or mainly along a public carriageway, and used
wholly or mainly for the carriage of passengers.

74. This Patt of this Act shall be construed as one
with the principal Act.
:N.
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VI.

GENERAL.
Facilities.

75.-(1) In

order to facilitate the transmission of
intended
or
to pass to or from places on or
traffic passing
company from or
railway
of
amalgamated
the
any
beyond
any
other amalgaor
beyond
railway
of
on
the
to places
shall, at all
every
company
amalgamated
mated company,
all
to
any
such
other
amalgamated
company
afford
times,
reasonable facilities for the convenient working, forwarding, and conveyance of such traffic vii, proper and convenient points of exchange, including through rates and
fares, the efficient working of trains at suitable and convenient times so as to satisfy the reasonable requirements
of the public for the reception, forwarding, and delivery
of such traffic, and shall, so far as circumstances reasonably admit, accommodate, manage, and forward such
traffic as effectually, regularly, and expeditiously as if it
were its own proper traffic.
(2) Except as hereinafter provided,.all facilities for
the interchange of traffic and the arrangements as to
routes and divisions and invoicing of traffic which on the
first day of August, nineteen hundred and fourteen, were
in operation between any company and any other company who will not form part of the same group shall,
unless otherwise mutually agreed between the companies
concerned, be continued by and be binding upon the
amalgamated company of which any such company shall
form part, as if such `amalgamated company had been
party to the said facilities and arrangements, but not so
as to enlarge or diminish the scope or duration of any
such facilities or arrangements :
Provided always that no amalgamated company,
except with the consent of the other companies concerned,
shall alter or discontinue any point of exchange with any
other amalgamated company or companies before the
expiration of five years from the date when the amalga.
mation scheme applicable to such first mentioned
amalgamated company came into operation, and then
only on giving six calendar months' notice in writing
of such intention to the other company or companies,
.
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if the other amalgamated company or companies shall A.D. 1921.
object to such proposed alteration or discontinuance, the
matter shall be referred to the rates tribunal, who shall
make such order as they shall think just.
and,

-"

(3) Subject to the provisions of this Act with
respect to circuitous routes, in the case of a route
competitive with its own by which traffic passes the
through rates or fares charged by any amalgamated
company shall not, unless the rates tribunal for good
cause shown so. order, be higher than those charged by
its own route.
(4) No constituent or subsidiary company and no
amalgamated company shall be at liberty to refuse to
receive, forward, or deliver traffic consigned by a through
route on the ground that such traffic can be carried by a
route which has, through the operation of this Act, become
local to such company.

76. Where under any Act or agreement passed or Allocation o
made before the passing of this. Act any railway is receipts on

maintained and worked on terms based upon the receipts
from the traffic on such railway, the amount which
shall be payable to the owning company out of such
receipts shall be such as would have been payable to
them if the rates, fares, tolls, dues, and charges in
respect of such traffic had been the same as those in
operation during the year nineteen hundred and thirteen,
but not less than the amount actually paid in that
year with the addition of an amount in respect of interest
an capital expenditure at the same rate per annum as
was payable by the Governmelit to any 'such company in
respect of the year nineteen hundred and twenty under
the agreements or arrangements relating to the
possession by the "Crown of the railway of such company,
and the balance of. such receipts. shall be retained.. by
the company maintaining and working the said railway.
77.-(1) The accounts to be rendered under the
Railway Companies (Accounts and Returns) Act, 1911,
shall be compiled in such manner as may be determined
by the Railway Clearing House with the approval, of the
Minister, or, if the Minister is unable to approve the
proposals of the Railway Clearing House, as may be
determined by the Minister after reference to, and considering the report thereon by, a committee composed of

F
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not less than three or more than six persons nominated
by the'Railway Companies' Association, and not less than
three or more than six expert and impartial persons of
wide commercial and trading experience to be chosen by
the Minister from the panel set up under section twentythree of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919, as extended
by this Act.
(2) It shall be the duty of every railway company
to compile and render to the Minister the statistics and
returns set out in the Eighth Schedule to this Act,
sub-divided in the case of an amalgamated company in
accordance with such operating areas as may be agreed
between the Minister and the company, subject, nevertheless, to such variation of those statistics and returns
as may from time to time be agreed between the Minister
and the Railway Companies' Association :
Provided that the Minister may exempt any light
railway company from the obligations imposed by this
subsection to such extent as he may think fit.
(3) In the event of non-compliance on the part of
any railway company with any requirement of this
section, the requirement shall be enforcable by order of
the Railway and Canal Commission on the application of
the Minister in any of the ways referred to in section
three of the Railway. and Canal Traffic Act, 1851, or
section six of the Regulations of Railways Act, 1873.
(4) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to
authorise any limitation of or interference with the
control of the proprietors of any undertaking over the
purposes to which-its expenditure is to be applied.
Provisiiinfor
78.-(l) Where under this Act an application may
applications be made by a representative body of traders, or by a body
by pum
of persons representative of trade or a locality, the
authorities
application may be made by any of the following authoriin certain
cases.
ties or bodies-(a) any harbour board, or conservancy authority, the
common council of the City of London, or the
council of any county or borough or district ; or
(b) any such association of traders or freighters, or
chamber of commerce, shipping, or agriculture
as may obtain a certificate from the Board of
Trade that it is, in the opinion of the Board of
Trade, a proper body to make such an application.
A. D.- 192 1.
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(2) Subject as in this section provided, no company,. A.D.
body, or person not directly interested in the subjectmatter of any application shall be entitled to make such
application.
(3) Any authority or body as aforesaid may appear
in opposition to any application, representation, or submission in any case where such authority, or the persons
represented by them, appear to the Board of -Trade to
be likely to be affected by the decision on any such
application, representation, or submission.

1921.

(4) The Board of Trade may, if they think fit,
require as a condition of giving a certificate undef this
section, that security be given in such manner and to
such amount as they think necessary, for costs which may
be incurred.
.

(5) Any certificate granted under this section shall,
unless withdrawn, be in force for twelve months from the
date on which it was given.

(6) Any expenses incurred by any such authority in
or incidental to any such application or opposition shall
be defrayed out of the rate or fund out of which the
expenses of the authority in the. execution of. their
ordinary duties are defrayed, and, in the case of a rural
district council in England, shall be defrayed as general
expenses unless the. Minister of Health directs that they
shall be defrayed as special expenses.

79. Paragraph (iii) of subsection (1) of section seven Provision
of the Ministry. of Transport Act, 1919 (which provides as to rail way
for officers and servants transferred to the Minister officers
transferred
remaining full members. of railway pension funds and to Minister.
superannuation funds), shall(a) in the case of an officer or servant transferred
from any railway company to whom it is applicable at the time when the Minister, ceases to be
in possession of the undertaking or any part of
the undertaking of the company continue to
apply as respects that officer or servant or, after
such cessation, so long as he remains in the
service of the Crown ; and
(b) apply to any. officer or servant of any railway
company who, with his consent and the consent
of the railway company, may hereafter be transE 3
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ferred to the Minister, so long as the officer or
servant in question remains in the service of the
Crown ;

A.D. 1921.

and accordingly the said paragraph shall have effect as
the words " under this section, then so long as the
" Minister remains in possession- of that undertaking or
" any part or plant thereof "were omitted therefrom.

if
Provisions
to
inquiries.
as

80.-(1) The provisions of section twenty of the
Ministry ofTransport Act, 1919 (relating to local
inquiries),, shall extend so as to enable the Minister to
hold local inquiries for the purposes of this Act in like
manner as for the purposes of the said Act.
(2) Section twenty-three of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919 (which provides for the establishment of a
panel for giving advice 'and assistance to the Minister, in
connexion with the exercise and performance of his
powers and duties), shall extend to the exercise and
performance of the powers and duties of the Minister
under this Act ; and the Minister may add to the panel
persons having special experience in the various matters
to which the powers and duties of the Minister under
-

this Act relate.

(3) Any expenses incurred by the Minister in
relation t© any such local inquiry, or an inquiry by a
committee chosen either wholly or partly from such
panel as aforesaid, shall be paid by the railway companies
and other persons concerned in the inquiry, or by
such of them and in such proportions as the Minister
may direct ; and, the Minister may certify the amount
of the expenses incurred, and any sum so certified and
directed by the Minister to be paid by any railway
company or other person shall be a debt to the Crown
from such company or person.

10 & 11
6 eo.5. c. 21.

(4) The rates advisory committee constituted under
section twenty-one of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919,
shall continue in existence so long as may be necessary
for the purposes of references under the Harbours, Docks
and Piers (Temporary Increase of Charges) Act, 1920, and

after the said committee ceases to exist any, functions
which under any other enactments are to be discharged
by the committee. shall be transferred to the rates
tribunal.
,
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81. Any notice, application, request, or other docu- A.D. 1921.
ment authorised or required by this Act to be sent to
Notices, &c.
a railway company may, unless some other manner is
prescribed by the rates tribunal, be sent by post in a
prepaid letter addressed to the secretary of the company
at the principal office of the company.

82. Anything by this Act authorised or required to Mode of
be done. by the Board' of Trade may be done by the action by
of
President. or a secretary or assistant secretary of the Board
Grade.
Board, or any person authorised in that behalf by the
President.
83. This Act in its application to Scotland shall be Application
to Scotland.
subject to the following modifications:(a) " Burgh " shall be substituted for " borough,"
" servitude " for " easement," and Secretary
for Scotland " for " Minister of Health " :
(b) Subsection (5) of the, section of this Act, whereof
the marginal note is " Constitution and procedure of amalgamation tribunal," shall not
apply to proceedings before the amalgamation
tribunal in Scotland or to inquiries in Scotland
by any Commissioner or other person authorised
by'the said tribunal, and for the purposes of the
summoning and examination of witnesses and
the production of documents the tribunal or
Commissioner, or person authorised as aforesaid
shall have the like powers as are conferred upon
Commissioners by section ten of the Private 62 & 63 Viet.
c 47.
Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1899
(c) The expenses incurred by any town or county
council in any application or representation
authorised by the section of this Act whereof
the marginal note is " Provision for applications
by public authorities in certain cases," shall be
defrayed in the case of a town council out of
the burgh general assessment, and in the case of
a county council out of the general purposes
rate or such other rate as the county council may
with, the approval of the Secretary for Scotland
designate.
84. --(1) Railway. companies in Ireland shall until Provisions
other provision is made by the Council of Ireland, com- as to lush
pile and render such statistics and returns as are at the railways.
.

`c

-
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this Act in pursuance of any statute agreement
or otherwise being rendered by such companies. .
(2) Save as aforesaid, the provisions of this Act shall
not apply to railway companies in Ireland.
passing of

85. For the purposes of this Act, the expression
"railway company" includes a joint committee of two or
more railway companies and the owners of any railway
to which at the passing of this Act a Railways Rates and
Charges Order within the meaning of Part III. of this
Act applies, and, where a railway is owned by a joint

committee of two or more railway companies, it shall, for
the purposes of this Act, be deemed to be jointly owned
by those companies.
Short title
and repeal,

86.-(1) This Act may be cited as the Railways
Act, 1921.
(2) The enactments mentioned in the Ninth Schedule to this Act are, except so far as they relate to
Ireland, hereby repealed to the extent specified in the
third column of that schedule, but this repeal shall not,
as respects the enactments mentioned in Part II. of
that schedule, have effect until the appointed day fixed
under Part III. of this Act, and nothing in this repeal
shall affect the constitution of the Light Railway Commission or the remuneration of any members thereof so
long as they continue to perform the duties reserved to
them under this Act :
Provided that, for the purpose-of the said schedule,
the expression " light railway " shall not include a light
railway forming part of the system of an amalgamated
company, and an amalgamated company owning a light
railway shall not, in relation thereto, be deemed to be a
light railway company.
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SCHEDULES.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
2.

Groups.

1.

The Southern Group.

;s.

Constituent Companies.

1.

London and
Western
Railway
Company ; the London
Brighton and South
Railway
Coast
Company ;
the
South Eastern Railway Company ; the
London Chatham
and Dover Railway
Company ;
the
South Eastern and
Chatham Railway
Companies Managing Committee.

The

South

sections
and 66.

Subsidiary Companies.

1.

The

Bridgwater

Railway

Company, the Brighton anti
Dyke Railway Company ;
the Freshwater Yarmouth and
Newport (Isle of Wight) Railway Company ; the Hayling
Railways Company ; the Isle
of Wight Railway Company ;
the Isle of Wight Central
Railway Company ; the Leeon-the-Solent Railway Company ; the London and Greenwich Railway Company ; the

Mid Kent Railway (Bromley
to St. Mary Cray) Company ;
the North Cornwall Railway
Company ; the Plymouth and
Dartmoor Railway ,Company ;
the Plymouth, Devonport and
South Western Junction Railway Company ; the Sidmouth
Railway Company ; the Victoria Station and Pimliqo
Railway Company.

2. The West- 2. The Great Western 2. The Brecon and Merthyr
Railway Company ;
Tydfil
Junction.
Railway
ern Group.
the Barry Railway
Company ; the Burry Port
the
Company ;
and Gwcndreath Valley Railway Company ; the CleoCambrian Railway
the
Company ;
bury Mortimer and Ditton
Railway
Priors Light Railway ComCardiff
the
Company ;
pany ; the Dideot Newbury
Rhymney Railway
Ra lway
and Southampton
the
company ;
Company ; the Exeter RailTaff Vale Railway
way Company ; the Forest
Company ; and the
of Dean Central Railway
Alexandra (NewCompany ; the Gwendreath
port and South
Valleys Railway Company;
Wales) Docks and
the Lampeter, Aberayron and
Railway Company.
New Quay Light Railway
Company ; the Liskeard and
Looe Railway
Company ;
the Llanelly and Mynydd
Mawr Railway Company ; the

69
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1.

2.

3.

(; rou ps.

Constituent Companies.

Subsidiary Companies.

Mawddy Railway Company ;
the Midland and South Western Junction Railway, Com
parry ; the Neath and Brecon
Railway Company ; the Penarth Extension Railway Company ; the Penarth Harbour,
Dock and Railway Company ;
the Port Talbot Railway and
Docks Company; the Princetown
Railway Company;
the Rhondda and Swansea
Bay Railway
Company ;
the Ross and Monmouth
Railway
the
Company, ;
South Wales Mineral Railway
Company ; the Teign Valley
Railway Company ; the Vale
of Glamorgan Railway Company ; the Van Railway Company ; the Welshpool and
Llanfair Light Railway Campany ; the West 'Somerset
Railway
the
Company ;
Wrexham
and
Ellesmere
Railway Company.

The West-

ern Group
-COiit.

3. The North

We stern,
Midland,
West
Scottish
Group.
and

70

3. The

London and 3. The Arbroath and Forfar
Western
North
Railway Company ; the BreRailway Company ;
chin and Edzell District Railthe Midland Railway Company ; the Callander
Way
Company ;
and Oban Railway Company ;
the Lancashire and
the Catheart District Railway
Yorkshire Railway
Company ; the Charnwood
the
Company ;
Forest Railway Company ;
North Staffordshire
the Cleator and Workington
Railway Company ;
Junction Railway Company ;
the Furness Railthe Cockermouth Keswick and
way Company ; the
Penrith Railway Company ;
Caledonian Railthe Dearne Valley Railway
way Company ; the
Company ; the Dornoch Light
Glasgow and South
Railway Company ; the DunWestern Railway
dee and Newtyle Railway
the
Company
Company ; the Harborne RailHighland Railway
way Company ; the Killin
Company.
the
Railway, Company ;
Lanarkshire and Ayrshire
Railway Company ; the Knott
End Railway Company ; the
Leek and Manifold Valley

'
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1.

i.

3.

Groups.

Constituent Companies.

Subsidiary Companies.

3. The North-

Western,
Midland,

and West

Scottish

Groupcont.

A.D. 1921.

Light

Railway company;
Maryport and Carlisle
Railway Company; the'2doid
and Denbigh. Junction Railway Company ; the North
and South Western 'Junction
Railway Company'; the North
London Railway. Company ;
the Portpatrick aucl Wigtowu;
shire
Joint
Committee ;
the Shropshire Union Rail-

"

the

ways and Canal Company ;
the Solway Junction Railway
Company ; the Stratfordupon-Avon and Midland
.Jnrictiou
Railway Company ; th.e: Tottenham and Forest Gati Rail
way Company ; the Wick and
Lybster Light Railway Coin
pany ;. the Wirral Railwway
Company ;
the Yorkshire
Dales Railway (Skipton to
G)rassington). Company... '
4. The North 4. The North Eastern 4. The Brackenb.ill Light Rail=
way Company ; the Colue
Eastern,
Railway Company ;
Valley and Raistead Railway
Eastern,
the Great Central
Company ; the East and West
and East
Railway Company ;
Yorkshire Union Railways
Scottish
the Great Eastern
Company ; the East LincolnGroup.
Railway Company ;
shire Railway Company ; the
the Great Northern
Edinburgh and Bathgr-.te RailRailway Company ;
way Company; the. Forcett
theHulland BarnsRailway Company ; the Forth
ley Railway Comand Clyde Junction Railway
pany ; the North
Company ; the Gifford 'aid.
British . Railway
Railway
Garvald
Comthe
Company ;
pany ; the Great North of
Great North of
England. Clarence and HartleScotland Railway
pool Junction Railway ComCompany.
pany ; the Horneastle Railway.
Company ; the Humber Coinmercial Railway and iDock
Company ; the Kilsyth'. and
Bonnybridge Railway Com.
pany ; the Lauder Light Railway Company ; the London
and Bhtckwall Railway Company ; the Mansfield Railway
Company ; the -Mid-Suffolk
Light Railway Company ; the
.

Newburgh and

North Fife

it

[OH.
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Groups.

4. The North

Eastern.

Subsidiary Companies.

Constitutent Companies.
-

-

the
Company
Railway
North Lindsey Light Railways Company ; the Notting.
ham and Grantham Railway
and Canal Company ; the
Nottingham Joint Station
Committee ; the Nottingham
Suburban Railway Company ;
the Senforth and Sefton
Junction Railway Company ;
the Sheffield District Railway
Company ; the South Yorkshire Junction Railway Company ; the Stamford and
Essendine Railway Company ;
the West Riding Railway
Committee.

-

Eastern,
and East
Scottish

Groupcont.

,

SECOND SCHEDULE.

Sections 3
and 8.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF AMALGAMATED COMPANY,.

PART

I.

'FIRST YEAR.
1. For the period commencing on the date when the
amalgamation scheme comes into operation and ending on the
date of the general meeting of the amalgamated company in
the following year, the company shall be directed by a board
consisting of such number of persons as may be fixed by the
scheme elected by the proprietors of the several constituent
eompanies not exceeding, in the case of the North Western.

Midland and West Scottish Group, and the North Eastern
Eastern and East Scottish Group, 'twenty-eight, in the case of
the Western Group, twenty-five, and in the case of the Southern
Group, twenty-one.
2. Before the date when the amalgamation scheme comes
into operation the proprietors of each constituent company
shall elect from amongst the directors of the company holding
office at the time such number as may be fixed by the scheme
to serve as directors of amalgamated companies as aforesaid.
72
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3. The directors so elected shall hold office until the date A.D.
of the said general meeting and shall then retire, but any
director so retiring may, if otherwise qualified, be elected as
a director of the company under the provisions hereinafter
contained.
4. In the event of a casual vacancy occurring during the
said period amongst the directors, the vacancy shall be filled by
a person co-opted by the other directors, being a person who
was a director of the constituent company by the proprietors
(of which the vacating director was elected.

PART

II.

AFTER THE FIRST YEAR.
1. As from the date of the general meeting of the amalgamated company in the year following that in which the
amalgamation scheme comes into operation, the company shall
be directed by a board of directors consisting of- uch number
of members elected by the proprietors of the company as may
be specified in the scheme not exceeding, in the case of the
North Western Midland and West Scottish Group and the
North Eastern Eastern and East Scottish Group, twentyeight, in the case of the Western Group twenty-five, and in
the case of the Southern Group twenty-one.
2. The qualification of a director shall be the holding in
his own right of such amount of the share capital of the amalgamated company aR may be specified in the scheme, and,
subject as hereinafter provided, the term of office of such a
director shall be three years, but on retirement he may, if
otherwise qualified, be re-elected.
3. Any casual vacancy occurring among the directors shall
be filled by a person co-opted by the other directors, and any
director co-opted to fill a casual vacancy shall hold office for
the same period as that for which his predecessor would have
held office.
4. On the first election of directors, one-third of the total
number of directors, or if their number is not a multiple of
three then the number nearest to but not exceeding one third
(failing agreement to be selected by lot) shall be deemed to
have been elected for one year, and one-third or such nearest
number as aforesaid (failing agreement to be selected by lot)
for two years.
5. Subject to the foregoing provisions of this, Schedule,
the provisions of the Companies Clauses (Consolidation) Act,
1845, with respect to the appointment and rotation of directors
shall apply.
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THIRD SCHEDULE.

Sections 3,
5, and 14.

EXISTING OFFICERS AND SERVANTS.
The following provisions shall apply in respect to persons
who at the date of the passing of this Act are, and for a period
of not less than five years have been, officers or servants of any
constituent company or subsidiary company, and who shall not,
prior. to the amalgamation or absorption of such constituent or
subsidiary company, have become pensioners or annuitants in
accordance with the rules of any railway pension or superannuation fund of which they may be members, or have voluntarily
retired, or have been removed from the service of any such
constituent or subsidiary company by reason of misconduct or,
incapacity (all of which officers and servants are in this Schedule
hereinafter referred to as " existing officers and servants ") :-(1) Every existing officer and servant shall, as from the
date of amalgamation or absorption, become an officer
or servant of the amalgamated company :
(2) The amalgamated company may abolish the office or
situation of any existing officer or servant which they
deem unnecessary, and any existing officer or servant
required to perform duties such as are not analogous
or which. are an unreasonable addition to those which
as an officer or servant of the company from whom
he was transferred he was required to perform may
relinquish his office or situation
(3) No existing officer or servant so transferred shall, without
his consent, be by reason of such transfer in any worse
position in respect to the conditions of his service
as a whole (including tenure of office, remuneration,
gratuities, pension, superannuation, sick fund or any
benefits or allowances whether obtaining legally or by
customary practice of the constituent or subsidiary
company) as compared with the conditions of service
.formerly obtaining with respect to him :
4) If any, question arises asto whether. the provisions of
the last foregoing paragrah have been complied
with, the question $611 be- referred to a standing
arf.,itrator or board of arbitration appointed by the
Lord Chancellor, ' and, if the arbitrator or board consider that those provisions. have not been complied
with, and that the officer or servant has thereby
suffered loss or'injury, they shall award him such sum
to be paid by the amalgamated company as they think
sufficient to compensate him for such loss or injury :
'
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(5) Every existing officer or servant whose office or situation A.D.
is so abolished or who so relinquishes his office or service
or whose services are dispensed with on the ground
that they, are not required or for any.reason not being
on account of any misconduct or incapacity, or whose
salary, wages, or remuneration are reduced on the
ground that his duties have been diminished, or
who otherwise suffers any direct pecuniary loss by

reason of the amalgamation or absorption (including
any loss of prospective superannuation or other retiring
or death allowances and allowances payable to his
widow or orphan children, whether obtaining legally
or by customary practice of the constituent or subsidiary company), shall be entitled to be paid compensation for such pecuniary loss, to be determined and
paid by the amalgamated company, subject to, appeal
to such standing-arbitrator or board of arbitration as
aforesaid, in accordance with the provisions contained
in section one hundred and twenty of the Local
Government Act, 1888, relating to compensation to
existing officers, and those, provisions shall apply
accordingly as. if they were herein re-enacted with the
For the purpose of this
necessary modifications.
schedule, any solicitor who was continuously retained
by a company as their chief legal adviser for the
period of five years before the passing of this Act shall
be deemed to be an existing officer of the company :
Provided that, in the case of any officer or servant
who was appointed to his office as ,a specially qualified
person at an age exceeding that at which public
service usually begins or of any officer or servant who
suffers any loss of prospective superannuation or other
retiring or death allowances as aforesaid, such addition
may be made to the amount of compensation authorised
under the said provisions as may seem just,. having
regard to the particular circumstances of such case :
Provided further that the expression in subsection (1)
of section one hundred and twenty of the Local
Government Act, 1888, " the Acts and Rules relating
to Her Majesty's Civil Service " shall mean the Acts
and Rules relating to His Majesty's Civil Service which
were in operation at the date of the passing of the
Local Government Act, 1888.
(6) The fee payable to an arbitrator or member of a board
of arbitration under this Schedule shall be such as the
Lord Chancellor may fix, and that fee shall be paid by
.

the amalgamated company concerned.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE.

Section 30.

DIVISION AND FORM

of

SCHEDULES OF CHARGES.

The parts into which every schedule of charges submitted
by a company to the rates tribunal is to be divided shall be as
follows
Part I. containing the. charges in respect of the goods and
minerals comprised in the several classes of merchandise
(including dangerous goods and goods specially liable to
damage) specified in the classification ;
Part II. containing the charges in respect of animals ;
Part III. containing the charges in respect of carriages ;
Part IV. containing the charges in respect of perishable
merchandise by passenger train or other similar service ;
Part V. containing the charges in respect of small parcels ;
Part VI. containing the charges in respect of merchandise
of an exceptional character ;
Part VII. containing the fares and charges to be taken
for the conveyance of passengers and their luggage,
and for live stock, carriages, parcels and articles of
merchandise (other than those included in Part IV.) by
passenger train or other similar service ;
Part VIII. containing the charges in respect of any toll
payable by a trader.
The forms of the various Parts shall in the case of Parts V.,
VI., VII., and VIII., be such as the rates tribunal direct, and in
the case of Parts I., II., III., and IV., be the following forms

:-

:-

PART

I.

GOODS AND MINERALS.
in

Class

respect of

Standard Rates for Conveyance.

Standard Terminals.

Merchandise

to-- For the For the 'For the For the For this Station
first
next
next
next

which
Charges
are

Applicable.

Service Terminals.
Miles or Miles or Mi!T or Miles or remain- Terminal at
any part any part any part!any part der of
Unthe
each
CoverUnof such of such of such of such
coverLoading. loading.
Distance Distance Distance Distance Distance end.
ing.
Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton.
per Mile.per Mile. perMile. per Mile.;fer Mile.
I

1

2

i

3
etc.
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II.

A.D. 192

ANIMAL CLAS&
Rate for Conveyance
per Mile.

°

as

Description.

O

.i

w G eoal

Oaf
Id.

'

vQ
O

u

c

a

I
(

"oAj

I

n

Terminals.

.0

w0

a

a

.5

A
U

n

5L

.

C

Service

a

a

a

ao
oA

y

S

d

a
0

a

oA

a

m

d.

d.

d.

e.

d.

8.

d;

S.

d.

X.

d,

1.

3.

etc.

PART

III.

CARRIAGES.

Rate for Conveyance per Mile.

Serv ice Terminals.

i

Descrip-

tion.

Station
For the For the For the For the
Terminal
For
the
first
next
neat
next
remain. at each
Miles, or Miles, or Miles, or Miles,
der of
any part any part any part any part i
End.
the
of such of such of such of such Distance
Distance Distance Distance Distance
[

d.

d.

d.

d.

1.

d.

S.

d.

Load.

Ua-.

ing.

oading.

s.

d.

d.

over-

ing.

S.

d.

2.

3.

et,;.

F
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IV.

PERISHABLE MERCHANDISE BY PASSENGER TRAIN.

Division I.
Description.
Division H.
Description.
etc.

Division

I.

Ra te for C onveyance .

-

Service
"

St a tion

Terminals.

TerFor any For a ny For any For a ny
For any Distance D istance Dist ance Distance For any urinal
UnDistance exceeding ex ceed ing exce eding exceeding Distance
at each Load- loadnot
20 Miles , 5 0 Mi les, 75 Miles , 100 Mi les,
exceeding but not b ut n ot
but n ot but n ot exceeding End.
ing.
20 Miles. exceeding ex ceed ing exce eding exceeding 150 Miles.
ing.
50 Miles. 7 5 Mi les. 100 Miles. 150 Mi les.
Per

Per

Imperial Imperial
Gallon.

Gallon.

1

d.

d.

Per

I mper ial.
G allon.

Per

Per

I

Per

Per Can.

Imperial Imper ial Imperial
I

Gal lon.

Gallo n.

Gallon.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

Per

Per

Can.

Can.

d.

d.

EMP TYI ' CANS.
Per Can.

RE TURNED

Per Can. Per Can. Pe r C an. Per Can. Per Ca n.
d.

d.

d.

d.

d

d.

.

Divisions

II.

and

III.
Service

Rate for Conveyance.
For the
first

I

Station Terminals.
Terminal
Un-.
at each Loadloading.
End.
ing.

For the
next

For the
next

Miles,
or any

Miles,
or any

part
of such

part
of such

Miles,
or any

Distance.

Distance.

of such
Distance.

or any
part
of such
Distance.

Per Cwt.
per Mile.

Per Cwt.
per Mile,

Per Cwt.
per Mile.

Per Cwt.
per Mile.

Per Cwt.

Per

per Mile.

Per

Cwt.

Cwt.

Per
Cwt.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

'd.

I
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FIFTH SCHEDULE.

A.D.

1921

Section 55

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS AS TO RATES.
1. In calculating the distance along the railway for the Calculation
purpose of theft charge for conveyance of any merchandise the of distance.

company shall not include ally portion of its railway which
may in respect of that merchandise be the subject of a charge
for a, station terminal.
2. Unless otherwise agreed between the company and the Calculation
trader, all. charges shall, so far as practicable, be based upon of charges os
the gross weight of the merchandise when received by the wwe ght and
company determined according to the imperial avoirdupois meat.
weight, but the rates tribunal may specify any articles of merchandise upon which the charges may be calculated in reference
to cabic capacity, and shall prescribe the method by which the
.cubic contents for the purpose of charge is to be calculated.
3.-(1) Where merchandise is conveyed in trucks not Traders'
belonging to the company, the trader shall be entitled to recover trucks.
from the company a reasonable sum by way of demurrage for
any detention of his. trucks beyond a reasonable period either
by the company or by any other ,company over whose railway
the trucks have been conveyed under a through rate or
contract.
Any difference arising under this provision shall be determined by the rates tribunal at the instance of either party.
(2) Where merchandise conveyed in a' separate truck is
loaded or unloaded elsewhere than in a shed or building of the
company, the company may not charge to a trader any service
terminal for the performance by the company of any of the
said services if the trader has requested the company to allow
him to perform the service for himself, and the company has
unreasonably refused to allow him to do so. Any dispute
between a trader and the company in reference to any service
terminal charged to a trader who is not allowed by the
company to perform for himself the service shall be determined
by the rates tribunal.
4. Nothing in this Act shall prevent the company from Charges for
making and receiving, in addition to the charges authorised by sidings and
this Act, charges and. payments by way of rent or otherwise
for sidings or other structural accommodation provided or to be
provided for the private use of traders and not required by the
company for dealing with -the traffic for the purposes 'of
conveyance:
Provided that the amount of such charges or payments shall
be fixed by an agreement in writing signed by the trader or by
F 2
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some person duly authorised on his behalf or determined, in
case of difference, by the rates tribunal.

Charges for
transhipment.

5. In respect of merchandise received from or delivered to
another railway company having a railway of a different gauge,
the company may make a reasonable charge for any service of
transhipment performed by it, the amount of such charge to
be determined in case of difference by the rates tribunal.
Charges for
6.-(1) The company may charge for the use of trucks
use of trucks.
provided by it for the conveyance of merchandise, when the
provision of trucks is not included in the rates for conveyance,
such sums as the rates tribunal determine.
(2) Where, for the conveyance of merchandise other than
merchandise in respect of which the rates for conveyance do not
include the provision of trucks, the company does not provide
trucks, the charge for conveyance shall be reduced by such sum
as the rates tribunal determine.
(3) The company shall not be required to provide trucks
for the conveyance of merchandise in respect of which the provision of trucks is not included in the rate for conveyance, nor
for the conveyance of lime in bulk or salt in bulk or any
merchandise liable to injure trucks, but in all such cases
traders shall be entitled to provide their own trucks :
Provided that any dispute between the company and a trader
as to whether any specific kind of merchandise is liable to injure
trucks may be referred to the rates tribunal but on any such
reference it shall lie on the trader requiring the merchandise to
be carried.to show that such merchandise will not injure the
trucks.
Return of
7. Where merchandise is conveyed in a trader's truck, the
empty
shall not make any charge in respect of the return of
company
trucks.
the truck empty, provided that the truck is returned empty from
the consignee and station or siding to whom and to which it
was consigned, loaded direct to the consignor and station or
siding from whom and whence it was so consigned, and, where
a trader forwards an empty truck to any sl ation or siding fog the
purpose of being loaded with merchandise, the company shall
make no charge in respect of the forwarding of such empty
truck, provided the truck is returned to it loaded for conveyancedirect to the consignor and station or siding from whom
and whence it was so forwarded.
Charges for
8. Subject to the provisions of this Act., any company concoaleyance
merchandise on the railway of another company or
veying
on railway
performing any of the services for which rates or charges are
of another
company.
authorised by this Act, shall be entitled to charge and make the
same rates and charges as such other company are authorised to

make.
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9. Nothing in this Act shall affect the right of a company
to make any charges. which it is authorised by any Act of
Parliament to make in respect of any accommodation or services
provided or rendered by the company at or in connection with
docks or shipping places.

The following provisions and regulations shall be
applicable to the conveyance of perishable merchandise by
passenger train
(a) The company shall afford reasonable facilities for the
expeditious conveyance of the articles classified as
perishables, either by passenger train or other sirni4ar
10.

A.D. 1921.
Dock and
shipping
charges.
Provisions as

to perishables.

:-

service:
Such facilities shall be subject to the 'reasonable
regulations of the company for the convenient and
punctual working of its passenger train service, and,
shall not include any obligation to convey perishables
by any particular train :
(e) The company shall not be under obligation to convey
by passenger train, or other similar service, any
merchandise other than perishables :
(d) Any question as to the facilities afforded by the company under these provisions and regulations shall be
determined by the rates tribunal.
A company may charge for the services hereunder Charges for
mentioned, or any of them when rendered to a trader at his services not
otherwise
request or for his convenience a reasonable sum :-provided for.
(i) Services rendered by the company at or in' connection
with sidings not belonging to the company in' respect
of which no.rate or charge is otherwise provided ;
(ii) The collection or delivery outside a terminal station,
otherwise than is provided for by section forty-nine
of this Act, of merchandise which is to be, or has been,
carried by railway ;
(iii) Weighing merchandise ;
(iv) The detention of trucks or the use or occupation of
any accommodation before or after carriage beyond
such period as shall be reasonably necessary for
enabling the company to deal with the merchandise as
carriers thereof, or the consignor or consignee to give
or take delivery thereof; or, in cases in which the
merchandise is consigned to an address other than the
terminal station, beyond a reasonable period from the
time when notice has been delivered at such address
that the merchandise has arrived at the terminal
station for delivery and services rendered in connection.
with such use and occupation ;
(b)

II.-J)
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(v) Loading or unloading, covering or uncovering, mer-

chandise in respect of which no charge is provided ;
(vi) The use of coal drops ;
(vii) The provision by the company of accommodation at a

waterside wharf and special services rendered thereat
by the company in respect of loading or unloading
merchandise into or out of vessels or barges where no
special charge is prescribed by any Act of Parliament,
provided that the charge under this sub-paragraph"
shall, for the purposes of any disintegration of rate, be
deemed to be a dock charge ;
(viii) Any accommodation or services provided or rendered
by the company within the scope of its undertaking,
and -in respect of-which no provisions are made by
this Schedule.
(2) Any difference arising under this paragraph shall be
determined by the rates tribunal at the instance of either party,
provided that, where before any service is rendered, a trader has
given notice in writing to the company that he does not require
it, the service shall not be deemed to be rendered at the trader's
request or for his convenience.
(3) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, any charge
hereunder made by a company ill accordance with an order of
the rates tribunal in force for the time being may be recovered
by action in a court of law.
12. The standard rate for conveyance is the rate which the
company may charge for the conveyance of merchandise by
merchandise train and, subject to the exceptions and provisions
specified in this Schedule, includes the provision of locomotive
power and trucks by the company and every other expense
incidental to such conveyance not otherwise herein provided for.
13. The standard station terminal is the charge which the,
company may make to a trader for the use of the accommodation
(exclusive of coal drops) provided and for the duties undertaken
by the company, for which no provision is made in this Schedule.
at the terminal station for or in dealing with merchandise as
carriers thereof before or after conveyance.
.14. The standard service terminals are the charges which
the company may make to a trader for the following services
when rendered to or for a trader, that is to say, loading,
unloading, covering, and uncovering merchandise, which
charges shall, in respect of each service, be deemed to include
all charges for the provision by the company of labour;
machinery, plant, stores and sheets.
15. Where a cor signment by merchandise train is over
three hundredweight, a' fraction of a quarter of a, hundredweight may be charged for as a quarter of a hundredweight.
82
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16. For a fraction of a mile the company may charge A.D.
according to the number of quarters of a mile in that fraction,
and a fraction of a quarter of a mile may be charged for as a
quarter of a mile.

1921.

17. Article's sent in .large aggregate quantities, although
made up of separate parcels such as bags of sugar, coffee, and
the like, shall not be deemed to be small parcels.
1$. For any quantity of merchandise less than a truck
load which the company either receive or deliver in one truck
on or at a siding not belonging to the company, or which
from the circumstances in which the merchandise is tendered
or the, nature of the merchandise the company _is obliged or
required:,--to carry in one truck, the company may charge as for
a reasonable minimum load having regard to the nature of the.
merchandise.
19. The. term " terminal station " means a station, or place
upon the railway at which a consignment of merchandise is
loaded or unloaded before or after conveyance on'the railway,
but does not include any station or junction at which the
merchandise in respect of which any terminal is charged has
.been exchanged with, handed over to, or received from any
railway, company, or a junction between the railway and a
siding let by or not belonging to the company, or in respect of
merchandise passing to or from such siding, any station with
which such siding may. be connected, or any dock or shipping
place the charges for the use of which are regulated by -Act of
Parliament.
The .term " siding " includes branch railways not belonging

to'arailway company.

20. In this Schedule the word " company " means a railway
company with respect to which a schedule of standard charges
is in operation, and the word " trader " includes any person
sending or receiving or desiring to send or receive merchandise
by railway.

SIXTH SCHEDULE.
Act amended.

Nature of Amendment.

The Carriers Act, 1830.
(11 Geo. 4. and
4. c. 68.).

1

Section 56.

Will.

one, the words " ,-J1ks in a manufactured or unmanufactured state and
whether wrought up or not wrought tip
with other materials " shall be repealed,
and the word " twenty-five " shall be substituted for ten."

In section

"
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Nature of Amendment.

Act amended.

In section two the word" twenty-five" shall
be substituted for the word " ten."
The following new section shall be added after
section 10

"

11.

:-

In this Aet the expression `

common

carrier by land' shall include a common
carrier by land who is also a carrier by
water, and as regards every such common
carrier this Act shall apply to carriage by
water in the same manner as it applies to
carriage by land."
The Railways Clauses In section three after the words "The word
Act, 1845 (8 & 9
`toll' shall include any rate or charge or
Viet. c. 20), as incorother payment payable under the special
porated in any Act,
" Act" there shall be inserted the- words
It or fixed by the rates tribunal under the
whether passed before
It provisions of the Railways Act, 1921."
or after the passing of
Act.
In
section ninety-eight for the words " number
this
or quantity of goods conveyed by any such
" carriage " there shall ba substituted the
words "full name and address of the con" signee and such particulars of the nature,
It weight (inclusive of packing), and number
" of parcels or articles of merchandise handed
" to the company for conveyance as may,
" be necessary to enable the company to
calculate the charges therefor."
The following subsection shall be added at the
end of section ninety-eight
" (2) The company shall be entitled to
refuse to convey any merchandise delivered
to them for conveyance as afore§aid in respect
of which the foregoing provisions of this
section have not. been complied with, or to
examine, weigh or count the same and make
such reasonable charge therefor as they think

:-

fit:

'rho

Railway Clauses
(Scotland) Act, 1845
(8 & 9 Viet. c. 33),
as incorporated in any
Aet, whether passed
before or after the
passing of this Act.

84t

"Provided that the company shall not refuse
to convey the parcels or articles of merchandise
handed to them for conveyance as aforesaid
without giving the person an opportunity of
having them weighed or counted upon payment of a reasonable charge."
14 section three after the words " The word
" ` toll' shall include any rate or charge or
" other payment payable under the special
"Act" there shall be Inserted the words
"or fixed by the rates tribunal under the
it provisions of the Railways Act,, 1921."
In section ninety-one, for the words " number
" or quantity of goods conveyed by any such
" carriage " there shall be substituted the

[11&12Gzo.5.
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Nature of Amendment.

Act amended.

words "full name and address of the con" signee and such particulars of the nature,

" weight (inclusive of packing), and number
of parcels

or articles of

merchandise

" handed to the company for conveyance
as may be necessary to enable the company to calculate the charges therefor."
The following subsection shall be added at
the end of section ninety-one
" (2) The company shall be entitled to

.-

refuse to convey any merchandise delivered
to them for conveyance as aforesaid in
respect of which the foregoing provisions
of this section have not been complied with,
or to examine, weigh, or count the same
and make such reasonable charge therefor
as they think fit :
" Provided that the company shall not
refuse to convey the parcels or articles of
merchandise banded to them for conveyance
as aforesaid without giving the person an
opportunity of having them weighed or
counted upon payment of a reasonable
.

charge."
section seven, for the words "for any
horse fifty pounds, for any neat cattle
64
per head fifteen pounds, for any sheep
" or pigs per head two pounds " there shall
be substituted the words "for any horse
one hundred pounds, for neat cattle per
head fifty pounds, for any other animal
five pounds."

In

The Railway and Canal
1854
Traffic Act,
(17 & 18 Viet. c. 31).

"

The Railways Clauses' Section thirty-one shall be repealed.
Act, 1863 (26 & 27
Viet. c. 92), as incorporated in any Act,
I

whether passed before
or after the passing of
this Act.

The Regulation of Rail- In section thirty-four after the words " to act
ways Act, 1868 (31 &
as directors " there shall be insertedithe words
32 Viet. c. 119).
" Provided that it shall not be obligatory on
any such company to reprint such book in
" any year if in their opinion the prescribed
" corrections can conveniently be made in
manuscript."

G
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SEVENTH SCHEDULE.

A.D. 1921.

Section 66.
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NATIONAL AGREEMENTS IN REGARD TO RATES OF PAY
AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES OF THE
RAILWAY COMPANIES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Date.

Parties to Agreement.

Nature of Agreement.

29th August

Railway Executive Committee
acting on behalf of the Government, the National Union
of Railwaymen, and the

Rates of pay and conditions of service of
drivers, firemen, motormen, &c.

1919.

Associated Society of Loco-

let

March

1920.

motive Engineersand Firemen.
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of staeral Managers acting on behalf
of the Ministry of Transport,
tion masters, goods
agents, yard masters,
the Railway Clerks' Associaassistant station mastion, and the National Union
ters, assistant goods
of Railwaymen.
agents, &c.

lot

March

1920.

20th

March

1920.

20th

April

1.920.

20th

May

1920.

4th August
1920.

2Cih August
1920.
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Negotiating Committee ofi-Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of raileral Managers acting on behalf
way male clerical staff.
of the Ministry of Transport,
the Railway Clerks' Association, and the National Union
of Railwaymen.
Negotiating Committee of 'Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of adult
eral Managers acting on behalf
male staff in conciliaof the Ministry of Transport,
tion grades.
the National Union of Rail.
waymen' and the Associated
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen.
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of raileral Managers acting on behalf
way - male supervisory
of the Ministry of Transport,
staff.
the Railway Clerks' Association, and the National Union
of Railwaymen.
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of staff
eral Managers acting on behalf
employed in traffic conof the Ministry of Transport,
trol offices.
the Railway Clerks' Association, and the National Union
of Railwaymen.
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay of staff
employed at railwayeral Managers acting on behalf
owned docks, other than
of the Ministry of Transport,
supervisory, dredging,
and the National Union of
grabbing, power house,
Railwaymen.
and tug-boat men.
Negotiating 'tnmittee of Gen- Rates of pay and conditions of service of
eral Managers acting on behalf
women and girl clerks.
of the Ministry of Transport,
the National Union of Railwaymen, and the Railway
Clerks' Association.
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Gi-Eo.

Date.
11th November 1920.

5.],

Rai1wa*a Act, 1921.

5.]

[CR.

Nature of Agreement.
Parties to Agreement.
--------------------------Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and cpnditions of service qf- male
eral Managers acting on behalf
of the Ministry of Transport,
dock supervisory staff.
the National Union of Railwaymen, and the Railway

A.D.

192 1.

Clerks' Association.
1st December Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and condieral Managers acting on behalf
1920.
tions of service of
of the Ministry of Transport,
dredging and tug-boat
and the National' Union of
staff.
Railwaymen.
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and condi2nd December 1920.
eral Managers acting on behalf
tions of service of
of the Ministry of Transport,
operating staff emand the National Union of
ployed at hydraulic and
Railwaymen.
steam pumping plant on
railway-owned docks.
19th March
Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and condi1921.
eral Managers acting on behalf
tions of service of men
of the Ministry of 'Transport,
employed on
small
and the National Union of
passenger
steamers,
Railwaymen.
tenders, ferryboats, and
lake steamers.
19th March Negotiating Committee of Gen- Rates of pay and condi1921.
eral Managers acting on behalf
tions of service of superof the Ministry of Transport,
visors
employed on.
- the National Union of Raildredging plant, tugwaymen, and the Railway
-boats, small pass1ger
Clerks' Association.
steamers, tenders, ferryboats, and lake steamers.
j

.

EIGHTH SCHEDULE.

Section 77.

SCHEDULE OF STATISTICS TO BE SUPPLIED BY
RAILWAY COMPANIES OF GREAT BRITAIN IN ADDITION
TO THOSE FURNISHED UNDER RAILWAY COMPANIES
ACCOUNTS AND RETURNS ACT, 1911.

1., Freight receipts, tons and

Monthly.
ton-miles.
2. Tons and receipts of selected Monthly
commodities conveyed at
freight train rates.
3. Colnmodity ton-miles - Monthly.
4. Passenger
journeys and Monthly.
receipts.

H
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[CH.
A.D. 1921.

55.]

.Railways Act, 1921.
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(CEO.

5.)

Periodically.
6. Quantities and receipts of Monthly.
5. Passenger miles -

7.

8.

Or.

10.

11.

12.
13.

-

-

parcels and miscellaneous
traffic conveyed at coaching train rates.
Train and engine miles and
hours of company's engines over own and other
systems.
Train and engine miles and
hours over company's
system by own and other
companies' engines.
Locomotives in use Loaded and empty wagon
miles.
Consumption of coal, electricity, and oil by locomotives.
Construction and repair of
rolling stock.

Marshalling yard statistics

Monthly.

Monthly.

Monthly.
Monthly.
Monthly.
Half-yearly.
For a period of one month
each halfyear.

staff showing Annually.

of
number of men in each
grade at each rate of pay.
15. Tonnage conveyed on canals, Monthly.
principal
separating
commodities.
16. Analysis of time spent by Monthly.
ships in port at railwayowned docks.
17. Tonnage dealt with and cost For a period of one month
each half year.
of working at selected

14. Census

goods depots.
18. Tonnage carted and cost per
ton at selected stations.
Motor cost to be distinguished from horse cost.
19. Capacity of wagon stock of
various types.
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For a period of one month
each half-year.

Annually,
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NINTH SCHEDULE.

A.D. 1921.
Section 86.

ENACTMENTS REPEALED.
PART
Session and

Chapter.

57 & 58 Viet.
c. 54.

I.
Extent of

Short Title.

Repeal.

The Railway and Section one.
Canal Traffic Act,
1894.

59 & 60 Viet.
c. 48.

i

The Light Railways Subsections (1), (3), (4), (5), (6),
and (7) of section one.
Act, 1896.
Section four.
Section five except proviso (c) to
subsection (1) thereof.
Section six.
Subsections (5) and (6) of section
seven.

Section eight.
Subsections (2), (5), and (6) of
section nine.
In subsection (1) of section nine
the words " for confirmation."
In section fifteen the word
,,whether" and the words "or
" before the Light Railway Commissioners," "or the Light
" Railway Commissioners," and
"and of the proceedings of the
" Light Railway Commissioners."
In section twenty-two the words
the Light Railway Commissioners, or if any objection to
any draft, order is made to"
the Commissioners and " and
" respectively."

i

1

Edw.. 7. The Light Railways The whole Act.
c. 36.

2

& 3 Geo. 5.
c. 19.

Commissioners (Salaries) Act, 1901.

The Light Railways Subsection (1) of section one.
Act, 1912.
Section two.
Section three.
Section eight.
In subsection (1) of section nine
the words " subject to the special
" provisions of this Act with
" respect to the Light Railway
Commissioners acting as arbitrators."
Section ten.

S9

[Cs. 55.1
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A.D. 1921.

PART
Session and

2 & 3 Geo. 5.
c. 29.

Extent of Repeal.

Railway and
Canal Traffic Act,
1913.

The

Tramways
10& 11 Geo.5. The
c, 14.
(Temporary
Increase of Charges)

Act, 1920.
10 & 11 Gec.5.
c. 73

G3Eo. 5.1

I.-continued.

Short Title.

Chapter.

[11 & 12

The whole Act.

In

section two the words i6 the
Railway Commissioners

" Light
" and "

1. of the Schedule as far as it
relates to the powers of the Light
Railway Commissioners.

The Expiring Law$ Part
Continuance Act,
1920.

PART

II.

36 & 37 Viet. The Regulation of Section fourteen, except so far as
c. 48.
Railways
Act, it relates to light railway and canal
1373.
companies, and section fifteen,
except so far as it relates to canal
companies.
and Section twenty-five from " Provided
Canal Traffic Act,
that no application" to the end
1888.
of the section, and sections twentysix, thirty-one, thirty-three, and
thirty-four, except so far as those
sections, including the said section twenty-five, relate to canals
and canal companies, or to through
rates where part of the through
rate is over a canal, and except
so far as sections thirty-three and
thirty-four relate to light railways and light railway companies.

51 & 52
c. 25.

Viet. The Railway

57 & 58
c. 54.

Viet. The' Railway and Section three, except so far as it
Canal Traffic Act,
relates to light railway and canal
1894.

Controller of

companies, and section four.
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